Semi-automatic weapon found in bathroom in Blanton Hall

Maintenance worker finds a .25-caliber pistol on Thursday

by Jennifer Thees

A semi-automatic handgun was found in the first floor lobby bathroom of Blanton Hall between 3:00 p.m. and 3:15 p.m. on Thursday, November 14, by a cleaning maintenance worker.

The worker immediately brought the gun to his supervisor, Doug Cooper, assistant director for Residence Hall facilities. Cooper reported the incident to Campus Police, who retrieved the weapon. No clip or bullets were found with the gun.

According to Campus Police, the weapon was a .25-caliber, Spanish-made handgun called a FAST. They had no further comment on the incident.

Bill O’Melia, sales manager of Navy Arms Company in Ridgefield, said this type of weapon is valued anywhere from $50 to $300.

Twenty-five calibers are used only for self-protection and up-close shooting. It will only damage if it’s a well-placed head shot within 10 to 15 yards of target; otherwise it
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Student arrested at Battle of the Bands

Class One Concerts member charged with disorderly conduct

by Beverly Masterson

A student was arrested and charged with disorderly conduct after allegedly insulting and swearing at a Campus Police officer outside Memorial Auditorium during The Battle of the Bands last night.

Vincent Rossi Jr., a member of Class One Concerts (C1C) who was sponsoring the event, was working as security at the show. When the second band, State of Survival, came on, he began thrashing around on stage and throwing pieces of bread at the band.

Paul Giamboli, vice-president of C1C and organizer of the event, approached Rossi and said that he could continue dancing all he wanted but that he should stop throwing things at the band and must continue to man his post.

Rossi then approached Giamboli in what appeared to be an aggressive manner. Gene Rotozio, Memorial Auditorium building manager, witnessed this and instructed Campus Police to escort Rossi out of the building.

Giamboli said that there was no agressive or violent nature in Rossi’s act.

Rossi claimed that he was throwing things at the band because he knew them and it was a part of the act.

Campus Police escorted Rossi out of the building when Rossi allegedly started insulting them and an officer arrested him for disorderly conduct.

One witness, Robert Calley, said, “I think that the verbal abuse was spawned by rough treatment. Rossi wasn’t rough with the police at first. He put his hands up then the cops grabbed him roughly.”

However, another witness, Pam Holtzman, disagreed. “The cops did a great job. They were professional under difficult circumstances,” she said.

 Rossi said that he was arrested for being disorderly, however he wasn’t. “I was told to leave and that’s what I did,” he said. “I had no intentions of hurting anybody and I think it was a shame that it should end up like this,” he said.

Giamboli said that he didn’t think that Rossi should have been arrested for what he did during the show and he and the drummer from State of Survival went to Campus Police to have the charges dropped. When they reached Campus Police headquarters, they learned of his alleged abusiveness and realized there was nothing they could do.

Please turn to ARREST page 7
Reid to issue statement

President Irvin Reid will be issuing a statement today on Leonard Jeffries' upcoming appearance on campus at the OSAU Harvest Ball.

Four arrested

Four males were arrested and charged with burglary, theft and criminal mischief after they tried to break into a car last Thursday. At the time of print, The Montclarion had not confirmed the names of the accused, however it is known that one is a juvenile. This brings a total of 10 arrests in the last month at MSC. (See article in next week's issue).

The computer room at Richardson Hall will be open as follows:
M & T: 1 p.m.-10 p.m.
F: noon-10 p.m.
S & Sun. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

The computer room in Life Hall will be open as follows:
M: 10 a.m.-1 p.m.
2 p.m.-10 p.m.
T: 2 p.m.-6 p.m.
W: 11 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
6:15 p.m.-10 p.m.
R: 12:15 p.m.-2 p.m.
3:15 p.m.-10 p.m.
F: 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
S: 3 p.m.-8 p.m.
Sun: 2 p.m.-10 p.m.

INTERNATIONAL

The dreaded Khmer Rouge is back in power in Cambodia. The group is part of a coalition of parties who now form a ruling body. The Khmer Rouge is responsible for the 3 1/2 years of violence that left at least a million people dead in Cambodia. The information known as "The Killing Fields" took the lives of people for menial crimes and even knowing how to read.

Croatia resigned itself to the loss of Uukovar, a strategic city along the Danube. The Yugoslav federal army and Serbian insurgents now control most of the city. Croatian officials are trying to arrange an evacuation or surrender to get remaining citizens out of the town.

Despite a cease fire, Kurdish rebels claimed Iraq shelled towns and cities and is massing troops for what could be a new offensive. According to a recent report, the island of Madagascar has lost up to 85% of its forests. Due to runoff from deforestation, astronauts say a red ring surrounds the island. Many conservation groups are spending much of their resources to see what is left of these forests. Two treatments for types of cancer have already been found to help the wilds of this nation located off the coast of South East Africa.

Secretary of State James Baker III headed up talks on the U.S. - China trade relations in Seoul, Korea. The talks also centered on North Korea's nuclear weapons program and China's human rights record. The talks are a sign that the Bush administration is holding that, despite China's poor treatment of its citizens, a nation with a billion people must still be dealt with.

The gap between the pay of men and women is closing but it still has a way to go. Women of the ages 55-64 earn 54% as much as men the same age. That gap shrinks to an 8% difference between the pay of women and the pay of men of the age 18-24. These are over all figures and not the difference of pay for equivalent positions.

The House of Representatives cleared a $5.2 billion proposal. The bill gives unemployment checks for another 20 weeks to people who have passed the standard 26 week limit. President Bush has promised the Measure's signature.

A copy of a famous Goya nude painting of a woman was pulled from a Penn State music room wall. The painting hung for more than a decade before a woman professor claimed it was a form of sexual harassment.

The photo on the front page of last week was spelled Incorrectly two weeks ago.

CORRECTIONS

Seth Laibowitz did not say that certain classes require students to attend HRO events last week. He said in a Grouth Dynamics class it is an option to attend the HRO weekend Instead of writing two papers.

The SGA lawyer's name was spelled incorrectly two weeks ago. The correct spelling is Arnold Shancupp.

The photo on the front page of last week's issue was taken by Dawn Avaglano, not Beverly Masterson.

COURSES

The New Jersey sports and ex-

position authority is paving the way for a $416 million bond issue to build a new convention center in Atlantic City, upgrades Rutgers University stadium and refinance $223 million of the Authority's debt.

Public Service Electric & Gas Co. filed for a substantial increase in electric rates. The increase is looking to generate $669 million in additional revenues. The increase, if approved, would raise electric prices by 16% and gas costs by 12% for the average customer. The increase would be the company's first in five years and is expected to cover a billion dollars in incurred cost since the last price hike.

New York City Mayor David Dinkins spoke at a rally in South Africa. He called for an interim government to end the country until apartheid is officially ended. Crowds followed the mayor although most didn't know who he was.

Bergen County received high marks for the quality of lives for its children while bordering Passaic County received poor marks. Passaic County has a high juvenile incarceration rate. High school drop out rates are also high. Passaic County also has low proficiency test scores, high child death rates and many other medical and educational inadequacies facing its children.

A 19-year-old Paterson man pleaded guilty to aggravated manslaughter and robbery in the shooting death of a food store clerk, the victim was shot in the chest and then had his ski jacket stolen.
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Student protest planned for arrival of Jeffries

by Mary Cabral

A controversial professor will be a key note speaker at OSAU's yearly family oriented Harvest Ball this Sunday, which has created concern and protest by the newly founded Congress for Racial Harmony.

Dr. Leonard Jeffries, professor of black studies and chairman of the department at the City College in New York, will be speaking on the celebration of history. Last year, at the Harvest Ball, he spoke about the celebration of family.

Jeffries has allegedly made statements against caucasians, especially Jews, saying that they have distorted history and helped solve problems through discussions and education.

Jeffries does agree with Jeffries on the fact that minorities do not have proper roles in world history. He also supports the Harvest Ball because it is helping to destroy the stereotypes of African-American families.

Reports have been made that OSAU has been influenced by the Jewish Student Union.

Shani Stephens, a sophomore at MSC, said, "The problem is that this is not the way that the Harvest Ball is supposed to be. It is a traditional thing, he has been up here four times. Everyone gets up here and speaks on whatever theme OSAU chooses," Brian Holland, a representative of OSAU said.

Matthew Swartz, a student at MSC and the founder of the Congress of Racial Harmony, and some members of the organization are planning to protest against Jeffries when he speaks Sunday. The protest will be at the Student Center beginning at 3:00.

Swartz said, "I believe our campus should eschew a more positive image. Jeffries (Jeffries) is a figure of hate." He also said that if any person who has racist views, no matter what the color, were to speak, he would also protest.

Swartz said that he has been in contact with both Dr. Sandra, the advisor for OSAU, and President Irvin Reid, and they both supported the idea of a congress that will solve problems through discussions and education.

Swartz does agree with Jeffries on the fact that minorities do not have proper roles in world history. He also supports the Harvest Ball because it is helping to destroy the stereotypes of African-American families.

Swartz's organization is not affiliated with the Jewish Student Union.

SGA President Tony Susco said that the SGA stands behind any speaker that any OSAU organization presents. Susco said that if there were any concerns about the speaker they should be voiced to OSAU.

Jeffries grew up in Newark and now lives in Teaneck. In high school he was the president of his class and later was a scholar to Lafayette College. There he joined a fraternity, Pi Lambda Phi, which he was president of his senior year.

He graduated with honors and won a Rotary International Fellowship that let him spend two years at the University of Lancaster. He later returned to New York to study in Columbia University's School of International Affairs.

While working on his masters degree he began spending summers in Africa, working as a group leader for community-development projects in Guinea, Mali, Senegal and the Ivory Coast.

In 1969, he became an instructor in political science at City College, then professor of black studies at San Jose State College, in California. When black studies was in its early stages, Jeffries was active in the African Heritage Studies Association, a group of black studies educators working to define their discipline.

False accusations made by SGA legislator about student grades

by Maureen McGowan

SGA legislator Margaret Bane made false accusations that Professor J. McDonald and Dr. Uhia, either "violated or ignored" their student rights in the November 7th issue of The Montclarion, according to both faculty members.

McDonald, of the Home Economics Department, was accused of losing the class' midterm exams and then refusing to give a grade based on the work completed up until that time.

Bane said that, according to the student rights outlined in the Student Handbook, a midterm grade should have been given before the date that classes could be dropped without academic penalty. Bane further went on to include Dr. Uhia of the Curriculum and Teaching Department, as being indifferent to student rights by also not having a grade prepared.

McDonald added, "That is not true, the facts were not correct and I was unjustly accused here.""McDonald also said that the exams were not lost they were stolen. According to her, she gave the midterm on Wednesday, October 23rd at 8 a.m. After class she drove into New York City to attend a class at Columbia University, upon arriving she locked her brief case, containing the exams, in the trunk of her car.

While in class her car was broken into.

She said the perpetrator stole everything that was in her car and the trunk. "They stole my stereo, a very expensive tape recorder with a tape containing invaluable information for my dissertation, my brief case with the exams, the class list and other valuables."

Dr. Harold Plint, Head of the Home Economics Department, said McDonald, "called me immediately and I told her she had two options; either have the class retake the exam, or redistribute the grade percentages."

McDonald said she told the class on their next meeting of the theft, and asked them what they wanted to do about the grade.

The class did not want to retake the exam but said they would allocate the grade throughout the other assignments and exam. McDonald said they still have not reached a final solution on how to divide the grade, because they had a field trip. When they have agreed upon it, that is the Harvest Ball and he is just a prominent guest that OSAU invites."

SGA President Tony Susco said that the SGA stands behind any speaker that any OSAU organization presents. Susco said that if there were any concerns about the speaker they should be voiced to OSAU.

Jeffries grew up in Newark and now lives in Teaneck. In high school he was the president of his class and later was a scholar to Lafayette College. There he joined a fraternity, Pi Lambda Phi, which he was president of his senior year.

He graduated with honors and won a Rotary International Fellowship that let him spend two years at the University of Lancaster. He later returned to New York to study in Columbia University's School of International Affairs.

While working on his masters degree he began spending summers in Africa, working as a group leader for community-development projects in Guinea, Mali, Senegal and the Ivory Coast.

In 1969, he became an instructor in political science at City College, then professor of black studies at San Jose State College, in California. When black studies was in its early stages, Jeffries was active in the African Heritage Studies Association, a group of black studies educators working to define their discipline.
**FRI-SAT-SUN**  
**NOV. 22-24**  
**STARTS FRI. 5 PM**  

**GET EXTREME...SAVINGS ON**  
$3,000,000  
**SKI SALE**

**ONLY AT THE NEW YORK**  
**SKI AND TRAVEL SHOW**  
**MEADOWLANDS CONVENTION CENTER**  
$5 ADMISSION (CHILDREN FREE)

---

**SALE/SHOW HOURS:**  
**FRIDAY, NOV. 22:** 5 PM-11 PM  
**SATURDAY, NOV. 23:** 11 AM-10 PM  
**SUNDAY, NOV. 24:** 11 AM-7 PM

---

**Ski Packages**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Regular</th>
<th>Save</th>
<th>Sale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K2 TRC</td>
<td>90-91 Model</td>
<td>$390</td>
<td>$189</td>
<td>$201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K2 KVC</td>
<td></td>
<td>$440</td>
<td>$269</td>
<td>$171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSSIGNOL 7SK</td>
<td>90-91 Model</td>
<td>$460</td>
<td>$289</td>
<td>$171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSSIGNOL 4CS</td>
<td></td>
<td>$470</td>
<td>$279</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALOMON F9</td>
<td></td>
<td>$480</td>
<td>$399</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALOMON 8000E</td>
<td></td>
<td>$490</td>
<td>$399</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATOMIC 733</td>
<td></td>
<td>$575</td>
<td>$199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATOMIC 737</td>
<td></td>
<td>$445</td>
<td>$199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATOMIC 533CE</td>
<td></td>
<td>$340</td>
<td>$199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATOMIC 3D80</td>
<td></td>
<td>$380</td>
<td>$149</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOLKL SYNCR0 TEC 44</td>
<td>$545</td>
<td>$199</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOLKL ZEBRA</td>
<td></td>
<td>$445</td>
<td>$279</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Save up to $190 on boots**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Regular</th>
<th>Sale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NORDICA NHS</td>
<td>&quot;HEATED&quot;</td>
<td>$199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECTED NORDICA BOOTS</td>
<td>$99-$129</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECTED SALOMON, NORDICA ROSSIGNOL, LANGE BOOTS</td>
<td>$179-$299</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Save $115-$250 on skis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Regular</th>
<th>Save</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
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</tr>
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<td></td>
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<td>$269</td>
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<td></td>
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</tr>
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<td></td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALOMON 8000E</td>
<td></td>
<td>$490</td>
<td>$399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATOMIC 733</td>
<td></td>
<td>$575</td>
<td>$199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATOMIC 737</td>
<td></td>
<td>$445</td>
<td>$199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATOMIC 533CE</td>
<td></td>
<td>$340</td>
<td>$199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATOMIC 3D80</td>
<td></td>
<td>$380</td>
<td>$149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOLKL SYNCR0 TEC 44</td>
<td>$545</td>
<td>$199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOLKL ZEBRA</td>
<td></td>
<td>$445</td>
<td>$279</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Huge selection of 91-92 fashions up to 60% off**

**How to Get There**

**FROM NORTH**  
(RTS. 80 & 95 & GEORGE WASHINGTON BRIDGE): Take NJ Turnpike South, when it divides use the Eastern Spur, towards the Lincoln Tunnel. Take Exit 17, stay right towards Secaucus immediately after paying toll. Go straight through traffic light and over bridge. You are now on Harmon Meadow Blvd. Go to first light and turn onto Plaza Drive. Convention Center is on your left.

**FROM WEST**  
(RT. 3 EAST): Take Secaucus Exit right (service lane) and exit at Harmon Meadow Blvd & Plaza at the Meadows. You will be on Harmon Meadow Blvd. Go to first light and make a right. Convention Center is on your left.

---

**Buy a pair of adult ski boots and get our famous $90 custom footbed for only $25. Molded to your foot, your boot fits perfectly.**

---

**How to Get There**

**FROM NORTH**  
(RTS. 80 & 95 & GEORGE WASHINGTON BRIDGE): Take NJ Turnpike South, when it divides use the Eastern Spur, towards the Lincoln Tunnel. Take Exit 17, stay right towards Secaucus immediately after paying toll. Go straight through traffic light and over bridge. You are now on Harmon Meadow Blvd. Go to first light and turn onto Plaza Drive. Convention Center is on your left.

**FROM WEST**  
(RT. 3 EAST): Take Secaucus Exit right (service lane) and exit at Harmon Meadow Blvd & Plaza at the Meadows. You will be on Harmon Meadow Blvd. Go to first light and make a right. Convention Center is on your left.

---

**ski barn**  
**nobody handles savings better**

*Not every item in every size, quantities may vary, some items limited, not responsible for typographical errors — sorry, no rainchecks.*
The president of a Latin fraternity reported receiving a life-threatening phone call the same day within the same hour that a handgun was found in the first floor lobby bathroom of Blanton Hall. According to the report, the threat was, “I have a bullet here with your name on it.” It has not yet been determined whether the two incidents are related.

11/13 - Bohn Hall resident found guilty of Criminal Mischief in Little Falls. Fines totaled $225 agreed to pay $211 restitution for a car window he smashed.

11/14 - 1:55 p.m. officers responded to a fight in progress. Fight was between a girl resident and her boyfriend. Room was trashed. No charges filed.

11/14 - 2:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. Faculty member reported her credit card and D.L. stolen out of her wallet while she left it unattended in her office.

11/14 - 1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. Male resident of Blanton - reported he lost his wallet in the Rathskeller.

11/15 - 3:45 p.m. Received complaint - faculty member reported that a former student (female) was in another faculty member’s office - Under investigation - being handled administratively.

11/15 - 9:53 Bohn Hall Bomb threat - Building evacuated and searched in 45 minutes later.

11/19 - 5:30 a.m. A Woods Food Service employee reported that someone cut the locks off the back door (loading dock) of Blanton Hall - Ice cream and chicken nuggets were stolen.

11/19 - 8:00 a.m a faculty member from Panzer - found a window open - room trashed. Stolen: typewriter, 3 telephones, T.V., V.C.R., $50 cash. Some checks and 10 Panzer student phys-ed shirts, 11 locks were found out on the floor of the men’s locker room. Attempted to break into the soccer/swimming office.

11/19 - 11:30 a.m. Resident of Bohn Hall reported his 1986 Chevy Camaro Stolen. The car was found overturned by the Clove Rd. Bridge.

**WEAPON** from page 1

will just piss you off,” he said.

O’Melia said that this type of gun is popular among drug dealers because the ammunition is cheap and plentiful and the gun itself is lightweight, small and can easily be concealed in a pocket or purse.

Blanton Hall Director Shelley Jackson said there were no reports of any strangers or disturbances that day, and added that she did not feel the incident reflected a lack of security in the building.

Present security at Blanton Hall has residents showing a key tag before entering the dormitory area; any visitors are accompanied by residents and must sign in and leave identification at the desk before entering. “That area (the bathroom where the gun was found) is open to all students and visitors,” she said.

Jackson added, however, that she is very concerned. “I have tightened up the desk security and told desk attendants to question any suspicious persons,” she said.

Cooper also expressed concern. “It’s frightening,” he said. “We’re supposed to feel safe and something like this occurs and it makes you feel scared.”

He added that during the day the lobby bathroom area is a common pathway to the cafeteria, health center and shuttle bus stop. “It is not restricted,” he said. “Anyone could have walked through there.”

The last time such a weapon was discovered on campus was last semester, when a Bohn Hall resident was arrested for possession of a handgun.

O’Melia said that someone who wants to purchase a handgun in New Jersey must fill out a permit application which requires references and involves questions about the applicant’s mental health history, past convictions and drug use. The verification process can take up to six months and involves the police and the FBI; the gun must be purchased within 90 days after the permit is issued or the whole process must be repeated.

Once a gun is purchased, the permit becomes the registration. A copy is sent to the local and state police, the customer and the store from where it was purchased.

“I guarantee the owner of the gun got it illegally,” he said. “New Jersey has the toughest application of the law, not the valid­lity.

“The law in question concerns military students pulled out of their classrooms last fall in order to serve in Desert Storm Operations. The law was passed in June and gave those particular students the right to receive a grade for the classes they missed.

---

Weekend College students ask for help

This article is the English translation of last week’s Spanish article

**by Jorge L. Cruz**

Since some years ago the Weekend Col­lege students have faced a grievous prob­lem: the lack of someone to clean up Par­tridge Hall during the weekends, where most of the Weekend College's classes are off-campus.

It is hard to believe that the students must take their classes in an unhealthy environ­ment, because the hallways, rest rooms and even classrooms are filthy; especially on Sundays when the garbage from the last few days has accumulated.

It seems as if the MSC’s authorities have forgotten about a group of almost 300 stu­dents, who take classes on weekends and pay the same amount of money for tuition and fees as the students attending the regular program.

Since the beginning of the program the Weekend College has lacked most of the services available on weekdays. Just to men­tion a few: main offices, book store and cafeteria.

During its 17 years of existence, the Weekend College Student Association (W.C.S.A.), a class II organization of the Student Government Association (S.G.A.), has tried to get better services for its members, thanks to the efforts of the different services for its members. Thanks to the efforts of the different executive boards of the W.C.S.A., today the book store is open during the first three Saturdays of each semester, the computer lab and foreign lan­guage lab offer services during the week­ends, and advising services are given on Fridays and Saturdays.

The W.C.S.A. organizes a coffee sale, as well, which offers great service to the students and at the same time allows them to raise funds for their academic, cultural and social activities.

However, such a sale is inadequate due to the prohibition policies on the sale of coffee other than coffee, donuts and bagels pro­vided by MSC. Nonetheless, these students have learned to perform without them.

However, there are certain basic ser­vices they can not ignore or give up, such as a clean building in which to attend their classes.

The executive board of the W.C.S.A. has, successfully, asked all of its members to be extremely careful and keep Partridge Hall during the weekends as clean as possible. Unfortunately, there is not a way for the students to keep the buildings as clean as they would like to, since for three whole days more than 300 people spend their time there, from as early as 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays; and from 5:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. on Fridays.

---

In a letter sent to the faculty from Catherine Becker, president of the union, she included a memorandum she received from the union’s attorney, Paul Schacht, which has been adopted as the union’s position on the situation.

The letter states that the law reads: "The grade shall be based upon the work which the student had completed up to the time when the student was called to active service."

The memorandum reads: "Mr. Lloyd has not demonstrated in any tangible form that he has completed the readings, learned the subject or successfully completed the academic requirements from the date of the midterm until the date he left for military service."

Chaitin said she has followed all of the attorney’s recommendations and has continued to offer Lloyd "a fair way to show he completed the course." The administration will be repre­ented by Dr. Mildred Garcia. Garcia was unavailable for comment on the administration’s position.

Chaitin said she has received resolu­tions of support from the Faculty Senate of MSC as well as William Patterson, the Academic Affinitem President of Ramapo College and MSC’s sociology department.
Conservation Club and administration meet to discuss replanting of trees

by Robert Wintemute

The Conservation Club agreed with administration plans to remove 20 trees surrounding Sprague Library in a meeting on Thursday, November 14, 1991. The administration was represented by Dr. Jean Armstrong, vice-president of Student Affairs; Dave Bibeau, HZL2 architect; Jerome Quinn of Facilities Planning; Tom Stepnowski, vice president of Facilities; Rich Tuccillo, York Hunter Field Construction manager; Dr. Domenica Desiderioscioli, executive assistant of Student Affairs; and Dr. Edward Martin, dean of Students.

Quinn said the plans for the new buildings on campus (library extension, new administration building, and the new campus police headquarters) will include the planting of 134 new trees and various shrubs with ground foliage. During the meeting, the Conservation Club explained that their greatest complaints were that they were left out of the planning committee for the construction.

“We blamed the administration and the SGA for not appointing any Conservation Club members,” said Lisa Arlotta, Conservation Club president. The SGA had appointed two of their members to the committee: Paul Prior, Student Board of Trustees member and Rob Trant, SGA Treasurer. Arlotta said.

“No offense to these guys, but what do they know about environmental issues,” said Colleen Pehrenbach, Director of Committees for the Conservation Club.

Quinn said that the student body did have full access to the plans for construction and that the plans had been available for quite some time.

Arlotta said that the Conservation Club was told the construction plans would include planting 59 new trees. These trees include red oaks, tulip poplars, hickories and red maples. She said that the trees that will be planted will be between 10 and 15 years old to ensure that they will survive the planting.

The plans for construction and access for the heavy machinery will call for the removal of approximately 20 trees most of which have already been removed, Quinn said. Quinn also pointed out that some of the trees removed were diseased and would have presented a threat in the future.

Stepnowski explained why the decision was made to plant young or mature trees. “We’ve had experience with small seedlings before,” he said, “You really need older trees to survive the shock of planting.”

Quinn also explained that in addition to the 59 new trees in the area of Sprague Library, 75 other trees will be planted around the new academic building. “The net result is that we’ll be installing 134 new trees around the campus,” Quinn said.

“Some discussion has been made about creating a specific fund that some are calling ‘The Greening of the Mountain,’” said Stepnowski, referring to the continued planting of trees throughout the campus, even after the construction is completed. He compared it with the Conservation Club’s planting of two trees yearly on the campus.

“We have thought about people donating live trees or contributing money for the purchase of trees,” he said. “We won’t be planting forests, but every tree we plant will help the future.”

Arlotta said that the administration would also hire a landscaping specialist to “ensure the integrity of the ecology of the campus” and $53,000 would be spent on the landscaping by the library alone. The landscaper would also meet with student representatives sometime during the coming weeks to discuss the plans for creating a new environment around the library.

The landscape architect firm of Andropogan has already been contracted for this purpose, Quinn explained, and has designed the new planting.

Arlotta said that the Conservation Club was assured that they would be consulted before ground is broken on the two new buildings that will be put up on the campus. Quinn said that work at the academic building site will in all likelihood not affect trees in the area.

Stepnowski said that while an effort will be made to transplant the evergreen trees planted by the library, it will depend upon the overall cost. He explained that the $53,000 is solely for the landscaping and planting of new trees. The cost for transplanting trees is not part of that allocation.

“Still, the idea of transplanting is an excellent idea. We will bring it before the Conservation Club to see what ideas or help they may be able to offer,” Stepnowski added.

Arlotta said they were also assured that no matter what financial contributions may arise, the new growth will be planted. “They said that a bond was used to get money for the construction, and that funds have already been set aside for the landscaping,” she said.

“The main point of what we are doing is that even though we are cutting down some large trees, we will be planting many more small trees, and will make an effort to transplant as many shrubs as possible,” Quinn said.

Stepnowski agreed, “I am not inclined to remove any money from this appropriation, because it is so very important. The new generation of trees is our future.”
Faculty expresses concern over library books

by Laura Dennis

Faculty has become distressed over a daily process of books being discarded from the library. Library officials, however, give assurances that the disposal of books is being done out of necessity and in such a way that if faculty members need a book to be saved it will be.

Director of Library Services Bernice Jones-Trent said this ongoing process is done "to protect and maintain the integrity of the collection" in the library. This process is known as weeding and it is a common procedure for all libraries. There is no specific number of how many books have been discarded since the beginning of the weeding process which began last spring.

The library consistently updates its collection and for a book to become discarded it must meet the requirements of the established criteria. This includes the condition and the circulation of the book, and also the book's relationship to the school's curriculum. If the book cannot be replaced then it is discarded.

Jones-Trent brought the disposal of the books to the attention of the faculty. She wants the faculty to decide which books should be saved. Each department is informed so it may designate a professor to review the materials that are to be discarded.

This is done to insure that if a book is still needed it will be put back on the shelf. Special concern is given to the School of Humanities and Social Sciences because of the extensive amount of cross referencing done by the various departments.

Dr. James Nash of the English Department said the School of Humanities and Social Sciences was alerted about the weeding process a month ago at the Chairs Council meeting. He said many chairs were urging the library to provide a list of what books are being discarded but the library felt this would be "too difficult." He was also concerned because the library just throws away books instead of sending them to the department automatically which is done with journals once it is microfilmed.

Because of New Jersey law the library is unable to sell or donate the books. Faculty members may request to have books sent to them. Students are not involved in this procedure because "the faculty is looking out for the students' interests when they review the discarded material," Jones-Trent said. She also said that the main purpose of the library is to support the mission of the college. He said that to pratique a globally well-educated person. Weeding is done in part for this purpose to constantly update the collection.

Students such as Lisa Arfotta, President of the Conservation Club, still express reservations about the discarded library books. She said, "My recommendation is that the library should put the books out on display for students to have free access to and this way it could be recycled by being passed onto the students who in turn could pass it onto other students." Freshman Anthony Martinez summed up the discarded book situation by saying, "it is a shame that somebody's hard work is going down the drain."

ACCUSATION from page 3

problem, "She has never come to me with any complaint, and never raised the issue with me." Uhia also said she had been unaware of the degree of Bane's grievance, and did not even read the first article.

Uhia said, "She is still a student in my class, I want to remain as objective as possible. I have no difficulty with Margaret, I do have a problem with the way she handled this." Both feel that they have been unjustly accussed and slandered. Also if Bane wanted to make people aware of student rights and possible violations of them, she went about it in the wrong way.

Bane also alleged that "both faculty members and department heads were indifferent and uninformed about student rights." Both Uhia and McDonal feel that this is an important issue that should be in the forefront.

Dr. Anne Betty Weinshenker, Head of the Fine Arts Department, said in regards to this issue, "There probably needs to be a restatement of students rights, maybe the newer people (faculty) aren't aware of them and the older ones may have forgotten. This is not in the forefront of people's consciousness."

Dr. Diane Schulz, head of the Accounting Department, felt otherwise. "The issue of student rights is addressed continually at business department meetings, we take them very seriously." Schulz also added "I see ways in which students are not given proper consideration, but they are being dealt with."

ARREST from page 1

Rossi has been suspended from MSC but believes that the Campus Police was out of line. Rossi also said that one of the officers said to him, after having him handcuffed for two hours, "I think I treated you better than I should have."

Giambotto was displeased at the situation and sai, "I'm sorry that this had to happen at an overwhelmingly successful event."

CLUB membership drops from 25 to 11

by Robert Wintermute

CLUB's (Campus Life Union Board) membership recently fell to 11 members, less than half of the organization's original membership (25 members), said Walter Kulick, newly installed CLUB President.

Kulick explained that this was "a common occurrence" with his organization. He also noted that since the announcement was made two weeks ago, CLUB membership has increased to 19 members.

Among the people to leave CLUB are the former President Darrin King; Recording Secretary Eric Basilo; and Corresponding Secretary Terri Caldez, Kulick said.

Kulick said that the three of them were resigning their positions in advance of the next semester, when they will be taking part in a co-operative education program at Disney World in Orlando, Florida.

"They will work there for one semester, and then when they are finished they'll return to MSC and rejoin CLUB," Kulick said. "When they return they'll hopefully have a new outlook and new ideas that can only help our organization."

In the interim, all three officers remain involved with CLUB until December, Kulick said. "They will help to train their replacements and continue to work on their own projects until they leave."

"It is a natural progression," Kulick said. "We have an election from the floor for the secretary offices and for my office (vice-president) after I move into the president's spot. Darrin will be staying on for a while to help with the transition, and to stay on as the Trips Co-ordinator."

It is common, Kulick said, for people to leave CLUB throughout the year and after big events. "Throughout CLUB's existence we have had periods where a drop-off in membership occurs, especially after a major event like homecoming or Spring Week," he said.

Despite the periodic loss of members, CLUB is able to continue to function and to attract new members to make up for the lost personnel, Kulick said. "We always go through a period of regrowth where people join again. We get the same people back and we get new people who join," he said. "Typically, other organizations like to have someone in CLUB to keep in touch with us on the big events. They want to have some sort of representation and say in what CLUB does," Kulick added.

When asked how the drop in membership and the loss of three executive officers would affect him and the organization, Kulick explained that there would be no serious effect. "I'll have to spend more time in helping everyone make decisions and to organize CLUB, to keep our direction. But we're maintaining our plans for this semester," he said. Kulick added that in the next semester there would also be some changes or new events, but nothing that will affect the overall plans that were made earlier this year.
Board of Trustees meeting:

Two faculty members claim that Board is ignorant of effects of policy

by Charle Dubin

Two faculty members told the Board of Trustees that the administration is ignorant of the effects their policies have on students at last Thursday’s meeting.

Faculty representatives Dr. Boyno, and Dr. Pickle said the administration makes policies that affect students and teachers yet they fail to seek the educated input they have at last Thursday's meeting.

They indicate that this is at the heart of many of the problems faced by the campus community.

Boyno said President Reisd’s global education initiatives are not on course with policies. This is seen in the reduction of the amount of money used to hire adjuncts, the scheduling of courses in extreme demand, and initiative programs in Japanese, Chinese, and Portuguese, these last being particularly ironic, he said.

Associate Provost of Academic Affairs, Dr. Waters said, “I am sensitive to concerns of involving faculty in new directions with regard to global education.” He said there is a global education screening committee with broad faculty representation.

“Sixty percent of transfer students were accepted vs. 25 percent last year” and this “affect students who had a 3.5 grade point average in 1990…(the decision was)…made without notifying the faculty. As a result, many departments found that the course offerings planned for these students were not appropriate to their actual students this fall,” Boyno said.

Waters addressed this complaint saying, “We need to do a better job of involving faculty in new directions with regard to global education.” He said there is a global education screening committee with broad faculty representation.

“Sixty percent of transfer students were accepted vs. 25 percent last year” and this “affect students who had a 3.5 grade point average in 1990…(the decision was)…made without notifying the faculty. As a result, many departments found that the course offerings planned for these students were not appropriate to their actual students this fall,” Boyno said.

Waters addressed this complaint saying, “We need to do a better job of involving faculty in new directions with regard to global education.” He said there is a global education screening committee with broad faculty representation.

Several students were in favor of Campus Police carrying guns. Prior said that a vote on the issue would not come before the Board unless the administration made a recommendation on the campus police’s request. But a vote, if it happens, would probably occur sometime this year.

The Division of Administration and Finance will be making the recommendation to the Board of Trustees as to whether or not to grant the request. Thomas Auch, Vice President of that division said that generally speaking, police officers do carry guns.

“It's a part of normal expectations that when they become police officers, they will carry fire arms,” Auch said.

While some students and faculty are in favor of the idea, others are strongly opposed.

“Maybe if they had guns people would think twice about committing crimes and take Campus Police more seriously,” said Blanton Hall Assistant Manager Pamela Hutchinson.

“If there’s a serious enough problem to warrant guns it’s easy enough for them to call in police from a nearby town,” said Glenn McNichol, a junior geography major. Others argue that in a life and death situation, there isn’t time to call in armed officers.

One Residence Life Official had mixed feelings about the subject, indicating that the campus’s location could warrant a need for weapons, but these weapons could also be dangerous.

“Being 12 miles from New York City and 8 miles from Newark we need it,” said a Residence Life Official.

Kean College in Union has a similar problem in terms of the school’s location. The campus there has had an armed police force for over 15 years, with none of the guns having ever been fired. Lt. Davis of the Kean College Campus Police cites officer safety, as well as the safety of the students, as the reasons his force carries guns.

“If an (unarmed) officer had to respond to an incident in which the perpetrator was armed, he or she would have to back down. Problems in the surrounding community don’t stop at the gates of the college,” said Davis.

When William Paterson College tries to pass a similar resolution, student protests were a major factor in the request being turned down. Tolbert said that student opinions would also play a role in the decision at MSC.

“These issues are looked at from several perspectives. I think this is a campus life issue. I would expect that student input will be part of this debate,” said Tolbert.

Several students were in favor of Campus Police carrying guns, but felt that there should be some restrictions.

Senior nutrition major Mark Gechtberg agreed. “Give the weapons to the more experienced campus police. If they’re inexperienced or scared they might shoot someone by accident,” he said.

Others do not think armed Campus Police will accomplish the expected objectives.

“Students don’t have enough respect for campus police for them to be armed,” said junior political science major Lesley Harmon.

Denis Higgins, a psychology major, said, “I don’t think a gun will give them the respect they lack. Instead of getting guns they should hire more officers, which might help reduce crime on campus.”

SGA News:

Interpretation of Constitution controversy

by Robert Wintemute

Delta Xi Delta, a group which is attempting to be chartered as a society on MSC, sparked a controversy in the Legislature over the interpretation of the Greek Council Constitution. After lengthy debate, the Greek Council Constitution, ruled by SGA Vice-President Stan Hertel, and the overturning of that decision by a roll call vote, it was decided that the Greek Council had acted improperly in denying the group a chance to become a special interest group, the first step to becoming chartered as a Greek organization.

According to Inga Tykotski, SGA Legislative, Delta Xi Delta had followed the requirements set down in the Greek Council Constitution to become a special interest group. These guidelines include attending all Greek Council meetings, holding weekly organizational meetings, and performing community service, fund raising, and service events during the preliminary period. Tykotski alleged that the Council acted improperly in denying their organization a chance to become a special interest group after completing these requirements.

“As their constitution is now written, there is no provision regarding how the Greek Council will determine how a group coming in may become a special interest group. What they are doing now is unconstitutional,” SGA Attorney General Kenneth Zadikoff said.

The Greek Council Constitution reads (Section I, Paragraph C): “At the end of the allotted time period, the organization will once again come up before the Greek Council to see if the guidelines and goals were accomplished. If they were fulfilled, the Greek Council will then make an official recommendation to the SGA.”

“There is nothing in their constitution that says whether they can vote to allow or not allow an organization to become an interest group. What they are doing is illegal. It’s unconstitutional. It’s not even open to interpretation at all,” Kunze said.

Following Kunze’s interpretation of the constitution, Horbet announced that she felt that the precedent did exist to allow the Greek Council to act as they did. “I feel that the constitution is over-riden,” she said.

Horbet’s arbitrary interpretation of the constitution led to a lengthy debate over whether or not the Greek Council’s action was based on precedent. “ISC (International Sorority Council) doesn’t want any new interest groups to come on,” said Carl Zeliz, Director of the Greek Life. “A precedent has been established and the group should be voted on by the Greek Council,” he said.

Others disagreed, saying that the constitution only determines the correct and only procedure. “It is important we follow the letter of the law. Other individuals here are looking at other aspects of the constitution. We should hold the entire council when we approved,” said David Cohen, SGA Legislative.

Cohen’s remark was immediately followed by a motion and a floor vote to overturn Horbet’s decision to overturn the constitution of the Greek Council. By a vote of 20-10, the Legislature overturned Horbet’s decision.
Campus Calendar

LECTURES/SEMINARS/WORKSHOPS

11-21 THURSDAY Art Forum lecture: James Seawright, sculptor. Free. 3-5 p.m. Calcia Auditorium.
Seminar: Interviewing. Free. 6-7:30 p.m. Student Center 417.
11-22 FRIDAY Seminar: Job hunting tactics. Free. 11 a.m.-Noon. Student Center Annex 106.
11-23 SATURDAY CLEP Workshop: Humanities. Three-hour session to prepare for the College Level Examination Program. Open to new and prospective Second Careers and part-time students. Fee: $4 per session. 10 a.m.-1 p.m. College Hall 121.
11-25 MONDAY Latin Month lecture: Santaria. Yoruba religion from Cuba to the U. S. Free. 7-9:30 p.m. Student Center 126.
11-26 TUESDAY Seminar: Skills assessment. Free. 2-3 p.m. Student Center Annex 106.
11-27 WEDNESDAY Seminar: Resume writing. Free. 10-11:30 a.m. Student Center 417.
12-3 TUESDAY National Organization for Women organizational meeting: "Are you afraid of the 'F' word?" 7:30 p.m. Student Center 419.
Career Planning Seminar: Choosing a major. Free. 10-11 a.m. Student Center Annex 106.
12-4 WEDNESDAY Faculty Reading: Dr. George Petty and Prof. Ron Hollander. Free. 1 p.m. Student Center Annex 126.

FILM/THEATER

11-21 through 23 THURSDAY through SATURDAY An evening of two new one-acts: "Dover Won't Get Out" and "The Limbo Room" by John Wooten. Tickets: MSC students free; $2 general admission (limited seating). 8 p.m. Experimental Theatre, Life Hall A-125.

MUSIC

11-22 FRIDAY Flute Choir. Donation requested. 8 p.m. McEachern Recital Hall.
11-24 SUNDAY MSC Choir. Free. 8 p.m. Union Congregational Church, 176 Cooper Ave., Upper Montclair.

EVENTS

11-12 through 12-18 TUESDAY through WEDNESDAY "Related Matters." A collaborative exhibition of three Hoboken sculptors. Free. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Life Hall, College Art Gallery.
11-15 through 30 FRIDAY through SATURDAY Caroline Brizzlarra, paintings. Free. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. weekdays; 1-5 p.m. weekends. Sprague Library lobby.
11-18 through 11-30 MONDAY through SATURDAY Anthony Cristafulli, sculpture. Free. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. weekdays; 1-5 p.m. weekends. Life Hall Annex, Gallery One (second floor).
11-24 SUNDAY The Harvest Ball. Sponsored by O.S.A.U. Keynote speaker: Dr. Leonard Jeffries. Free, but guests are encouraged to bring a dish. 4 p.m. Student Center Ballrooms.

WEEKLY

MONDAY: Union for Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Concerns meeting. 3-4:30 p.m. Calcia Fine Arts Building 209. Montclarion general membership meeting. 8 p.m. Student Center 113.
TUESDAY: Association for Creative Endeavors meeting. 5 p.m. Calcia Fine Arts Building 206. Human Relations Organization meeting. 7 p.m. Student Center 417. Organization of Students for African Unity meeting. 7:30 p.m. Student Center Cafe C.
WEDNESDAY: Conservation Club meeting. 3 p.m. Student Center Annex 112. WMSC general membership meeting. 4 p.m. Student Center 106. Tae Kwon Do martial arts meeting. 6:30-8 p.m. Panzer Gym, wrestling room. Public Telescope night. 8-9 p.m. in front of Richardson Hall. Cancelled in cold, cloudy or windy weather.
THURSDAY: Tae Kwon Do meeting. See above. Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship meeting. 7:30 p.m. Student Center 411.
FRIDAY Quarterly general membership meeting. Noon. Student Center 113A.
SUNDAY: Mass. 11 a.m. Russ Hall, Kops Lounge. Mass. 7 p.m. Newman Center, Dioguardi Room.

Events are subject to change without notice. Calendar events are due in The Montclarion by 4 p.m. Tuesday.
For a Program
Featuring Small Classes,
An Interdisciplinary Curriculum
and a Diversity of Faculty.
Look Closely at Drew University

English Literature M.A., Ph.D.

Excellent library facilities, campus housing and a nationally respected faculty. All students are issued personal computers and printers.

For more information, write or call Graduate Admissions, Drew University, Madison, NJ 07940-4000, 201/408-3110
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Price Madness
Swamp Fox Inn
432 Main Street, W. Orange, NJ
TEL: 325-3230

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DAY</th>
<th>TUESDAY</th>
<th>WEDNESDAY</th>
<th>FRIDAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Theme:</td>
<td>MSC Night</td>
<td>College Night</td>
<td>Ladies Nite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertain.:</td>
<td>DJ Party Music</td>
<td>DJ Party Music</td>
<td>DJ Party Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPECIALS</td>
<td>from 8PM-12AM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$4.00 Beer pitchers</td>
<td>$4.00 Beer pitchers</td>
<td>$5.00 Beer pitchers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$.99 Domestic Bottled Beer</td>
<td>$.99 Domestic Bottled Beer</td>
<td>$2 Domestic Bottled Beer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$.99 Bar Drinks for Ladies</td>
<td>$.99 Bar Drinks for Ladies</td>
<td>$.99 Bar Drinks for Ladies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NO Cover: *Must be 21 w/valid ID

Remember the sounds of DJ Johnny B? He’s back from Florida for a limited engagement. The party is back at the S.F.I.!!

Catch the Pirate Fever
At Seton Hall’s
Wintersession
January 2-17, 1992
Monday through Friday
Day or Evening Classes
Undergraduate and Graduate

Registration:
December 10-11
9 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Bayley Hall

For more information call (201) 761-9363
The breakdown of Class One Appropriations

Every undergraduate at MSC pays $3 a credit toward SGA fees. These fees are used to fund the operations of all Class One organizations. By the time a full-time student graduates, he or she can expect to have paid about $800 in fees for these organizations.

A brief look at these different organizations can tell just what is provided: concerts, weekly news, special functions, musical programming, and other things which help make MSC a microcosm of the outside world.

For the school year 1991-1992, Class One organizations have received $579,412 in appropriations. This article is the eighth in a series that examines each organization's budget, appropriation by appropriation.

LATO (LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Allocation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HISPANIC MUSIC</td>
<td>$5,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAFE TEATRO</td>
<td>$125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSTAGE</td>
<td>$150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELEPHONE</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LECTURES</td>
<td>$1,650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUBLICITY</td>
<td>$1,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SECURITY</td>
<td>$550</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Garcia said that in addition to the Latin Month events, LATO holds two parties a semester. At these parties, DJ's and a band are always present. This line is used to pay for this entertainment, and is broken down to $1,375 for each party, she said.

TRANSPORTATION

This line is used to compensate LATO members who travel off campus on official business for the organization, Garcia said.

A brief look at these different organizations can tell us what is provided: concerts, weekly news, special functions, musical programming, and other things which help make MSC a microcosm of the outside world.

Each of these events are sponsored by HAHE (Hispanic Association for Higher Education). In the case of each conference, this line is used to pay the registration fee, and if necessary, room and board at the conference, Garcia said. The most significant conference is held at different colleges in the state every year; last year, MSC was the site of the symposium.

The state-wide conference is more of a forum for seminars and lectures, Garcia said. For the last two to three years, the conference has been held at Atlantic City, she said. LASO hopes to send six to eight members to this conference, Garcia said.

OFFICE EXPENSES

This expense is used to cover the cost of routine office supplies, Garcia said.

HISPANIC EDUCATION COMMITTEE

$100

Garcia explained that for the last few years, LASO has been using this line to make up informational pamphlets for the next year. This year, she said, the organization has decided to extend the responsibility of the committee and to make a monthly pamphlet, dealing with the culture, history, and facts about a particular Latin American country. These pamphlets are made available to anyone who is interested in them, she said. The line, therefore, is now used to cover the cost of producing the monthly pamphlet as well.

ORIENTATION

$200

During the summer, LASO holds two orientation sessions, Garcia said. She explained that the first is the freshman orientation, at which time incoming freshmen are told about LASO, and the second is called Lasena, and is held in July for all EOF students. “We have a little dinner and a DJ. It’s a get-together, so they are introduced to LASO early,” Garcia said.

ART EXHIBIT

$550

“We co-sponsor art exhibits here in the Life Hall art gallery for Hispanic artists,” Garcia said. She said that on the average, there are only one or two a exhibits a year that are co-sponsored by LASO and Life Hall. The money in the line is used to pay the artists a stipend for exhibiting their work and to help cover the production costs of preparing the exhibits, she said.

LATIN MONTH

$10,150

Latin Month is the largest event and the largest appropriation line for LASO, Garcia said. “This is the month cultural and social events are held throughout the month and the events are sponsored by LASO for the enjoyment of the entire MSC student body, she said.

A wide variety of purchases and uses are taken care of with this line, said Blanca Del Rio, Latin Month Coordinator. Among the uses for the line are: promos, decorations, bands, meals, transportation, publicity, food services, performers, lecturers, technicians, and honorariums, Del Rio said.

Del Rio was able to provide a partial breakdown of the line for some of these expenses. For example, $2,500 is used to pay performers who attend throughout the month, including the last two events, the Lasena and the Latin Dance. Another example is lectures, who are paid from $300 (for a speaker) to $800 (for a group presentation), Del Rio said. In a word of promos, LASO pays $150 for pencils and key chains that promote the event, and $1,500 for sweathirts, she said.

Del Rio also said that any money that LASO makes from admissions to dances or from the sale of promotional items goes directly back into the line to be used to help sponsor more events.

IS IT ENOUGH?

“No,” Garcia said. “There are a lot of events we would like to program and can’t because we don’t have it (the money). It’s ridiculous. We’ve been lucky to get our performers at good prices, but we have to really fight for them. The day will come when they will say no, and we will be unable to program,” she explained.

Garcia explained that if the money were to be available, one of the first things that the organization would do is create Latinissimo: a dance troupe. “We’re in the works of getting the new committee for this going now. We hope to organize it next year if we get the money,” she said. Latinissimo, she explained, would require money for music, costumes, and props. It is not possible to create the group, she said, without the proper funding.
Claris's FileMaker Pro is a powerful database that’s easy to use. Learn to enter data, sort, find, select, and create layouts.

Get individual help with your end-of-semester project. Sign up for your 1-hour segment. There will only be six spaces available per 1-hour segment.

**FREE TRAINING ON THE MACINTOSH**

Register for training at either:
- Richardson Hall—Room #110 / 893-4174
- Chapin Hall—Second Floor / 893-4472

First come, first serve. Limited space.

### **DECEMBER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
<th>Saturday</th>
<th>Sunday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>FileMaker Pro 900e/1500</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Individual Help 6 person max; sign up for 1 hr. 9-11am, 10-11am, Noon-1pm, 1-3pm Richardson</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Want to buy a Mac?

Special Montclair Pricing
Ask at The College Store
Lower level of the Student Center Bldg.

The new Macintosh LC Color takes on a whole new value with the Macintosh LC* computer. Designed to easily expand, the LC includes an 020 Processor Direct Slot, which lets you extend the system's capabilities through expansion cards for communication, Apple IIe emulation, graphics and more.

Training Sponsored by:
The Computer Pros, Inc. Wayne Towne Center Wayne, N.J. 07470 (201) 256-7070

Apple, the Apple logo and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. FileMaker Pro is a registered trademark of Claris Corporation

### Montclair State College

**Orientation Workshop Leader Application**

New Student Orientation
Summer 1992

**Deadline:** Monday, December 16, 1991

Obtain and return applications to:
James E. Harris
Associate Dean of Students
Student Center, Room 400
Telephone: (201) 893-4206
Reid: The man exposed

Find out when he’s stupid, when he’s cupid and other juicy (and serious) things like his advice to males about females, his eating habits, his bad side and...

Who is President Irvin Reid? We decided to chat with him and find out what makes him tick and where he comes from. Here is a large excerpt, (the first of two parts), of an interview which took place on November 13 in his lovely office. No long, boring introduction - just dive right in.

Besides David Duke, what do you think are the other problems that face America today?

I think race relations is a very big problem and I think there is an ongoing class problem. Whether it’s black or white I think that those of us who have gained in terms of economic achievement are willing to forget about many whom we have left behind. I don’t think that is strictly a racial-difference issue. I think it is a difference of class.

What about AIDS?

Not to diminish the problem of AIDS, but there are many health problems in this country that we don’t address very well. AIDS is the latest of a whole litany of them: sickle cell anemia, cancer... We don’t have rational health care in this country.

It’s frightening. George Bush has to realize, or whoever replaces him, that national health care is something that every society should provide, otherwise we will find ourselves further and further behind the other industrialized societies.

On a different note, how did you meet your wife?

Actually, this is a terrible thing to say, but my wife was an undergraduate student at Howard University when I was a graduate student and I was teaching in the department at that time. She was not in my class. I told her that she was the kind of person who should marry a millionaire and I considered it my personal responsibility to find her one. Having failed that, she really had no choice but to marry me. That’s how I proposed to her.

What was your best pre-marriage pick-up line?

That’s a terrible question! I was a psychology major and I used to tell women that I could help them solve their problems. That was my best line. I found out that a lot of girls liked the idea that somebody was interested in listening to them, and I was a good listener. I think that’s very important for men to know. Many males will approach a female and start talking about themselves and that’s a big turn-off.

What kind of music do you like?

My son begs me not to mention my boring interests in music. My knowledge is poor about contemporary rock, although I listen to it on the radio. My son says, "Oh dad, please don’t say that! They’ll know that you’re a geek!"

I’m very much a person who loves classical music. I listen to a lot of operas and symphonies. My second like is jazz, primarily because my grandfather was a minister and I grew up around a lot of church music.

Do you play an instrument? Poorly. Worse than tennis (laughs). I took piano lessons. I also took voice lessons as a student in high school, which has had a tremendous impact on me. I grew up in the South, but there’s no trace of a southern accent in my voice because I learned how to conduct my voice properly. The piano was the only instrument I ever took up, but my family was so poor we didn’t even have our own piano, so the only time I got to practice and play was when I went to the lesson.

Do you see many movies, and which do you like?

I see them when they come out on video. I love adventure movies and my wife likes mysteries. Out of Africa was a fascinating movie to me. I like a lot of the new contemporary movies, and I like Spike Lee. He has a way of communicating that’s extraordinary. Woody Allen is just brilliant, too. He’s a genius. I also like a lot of experimental theater.

Please turn to REID page 14

CAMPUS: The Community Speaks

Should campus police carry guns?

Guns are stupid to have on campus because they promote violence and there is already too much violence on campus.

Joshua Persichetti
Junior, fine arts

Yes, because we need some kind of enforcement with guns. They’ll obtain respect and also be taken seriously.

Niyata Patel
Sophomore, undeclared

They should have access to guns, but not carry them around because carrying guns can cause too many accidents. However, there are some situations that can be resolved that way.

Derrell Thomas
Freshman, fine arts

No, because they can barely drive their cars.

Stanton Washington
Sophomore, business
The Quirks themselves, Carl and Doug, with Dr. Reid in Reid's office.

Learning leadership lessons in the 90's

Several students in the 90's

Don't be afraid to ask for help when you need it. It's okay to make mistakes, and it's okay to learn from them.

So you like to get away? I laugh at me and call me stupid. It's just so relaxing.

So you like to get away? As much as I can. I always like to go towards the sea. I like to be near water and I like to stand on an abandoned bridge in Brigantine, and the people down there don't know who I am. They really don't care, so if I do something dumb, like cast too far, they'll laugh at me and call me stupid. It’s just so relaxing.

What do you like? I like fish. I eat fish even if it's not me who catches them. I like American food—those not high in cholesterol. I like to be near water and I like to stand on an abandoned bridge in Brigantine.

Did you have a teacher that influenced you? Yes. Last summer I was invited to be the guest speaker during Homecoming at Charleston, South Carolina. In my speech I decided to talk about heroes and I named four people, three of whom were sitting in the audience—my high school chemistry teacher, my high school voice/music teacher and my 10th-grade English teacher. All were extraordinary influences on my life.

What was the biggest disappointment in your life? I never really dwell on disappointment very much, and I try not to carry chips on my shoulder. When I was at Wharton school in my doctoral program, I went to a faculty member's door and asked if I could be in an independent scholars program with him. Without looking up from the paper he said, "No" and continued typing. He had no interest in my being there. That was very disappointing, but I wasn’t going to let that color my entire attitude about the Wharton school or my doctorate.

What kind of foods do you like? I eat fish even if it's not me who catches them.

What teachers on campus do you appreciate? I can get into a lot of trouble with that one. It's not fair to say because I haven't been to all the faculty members' classes. There are two people I'm fascinated by, one whose class I attended and the other whom I know by reputation only. I went to Naomi Liebler's class on Shakespeare and was fascinated. Max Sobol is the mathematics department's great "Max the Magician" show.

What was your favorite subject? I'm very humanities oriented. If one comes to college and learns nothing else but something about one's heritage, the arts, the environment, the world of work and helping others, then one has the best of a college education.

What was the worst thing you ever did in school? Three things were really horrible. One almost lost me a job and another probably could have resulted in the re- vocation of a faculty member. I used to be an R.A., and I made a recording of me mimicking the director of the residence hall and played it over the intercom system. Everyone believed it. He found out and was not amused. That was close to an expulsion.

Number two, you know the rules about room parties...let me say we had no alcohol, but at 2 a.m., I was caught in my room with about 11 of my closest friends playing cards with about 85 hot dogs spread all over the place. This was a no-no. I was close to being expelled from the residence hall.

The third: I, along with a music student, wrote a satire of the campus. One satire was about my English professor, who I had tremendous respect and reverence for, and that's why I chose him. But he did not take it in the humor for which it was intended (laughs). And I was enrolled in his class that semester. Need I say more?

Finally, what do you have to say regarding the library trees controversy? That's one of those extraordinarily unfortunate things, but it wasn't a surprise to people who work on the Faculty Master Planning Committee because they talked about it. I'm getting messages on electronic mail from people all over campus. We looked at several places to locate the library. The only place was southeast of the existing library and that meant the trees there had to be either relocated or destroyed. The Faculty Master Planning Committee discussed that. They had been working on that plan before I came here. I think what should have been done is that people should have been given more information more frequently about it, to cushion the impact it was going to have.

It is regrettable, believe me. I'm getting a lot of grief from everyone, including my own wife. The same thing with the fence around the library. When they saw that go up—oh my God! They took the Berlin Wall and brought it to Montclair State!

Stay tuned for the second part of this interview, coming in two weeks, when Dr. Reid talks about the filming of the birth of his second child, his fears, his Superbowl prediction and his Christmas hat.
Ask Mr. BUYBACK

Q. What can I do with my textbooks at the end of each semester?
A. You can a) keep them for your personal library. Titles in your field can prove to be a valuable reference tool; b) give, trade or sell them to a friend or fellow student; c) sell them through Alpha Phi Omega, on consignment, at the beginning of each semester; or d) sell them for CASH at the COLLEGE STORE.

Q. When can I sell my books to the College Store?
A. The College Store buys back books during the first 3 or 4 days at the beginning of the term, and during a minimum of the last ten days of each semester (see schedule below left).

Q. How much money can I get for my textbooks?
A. The College Store will pay 50% of the new book price on current edition textbooks if we have received a book order for the upcoming semester or if we need your textbooks to meet course enrollment figures. In addition, most current edition textbooks NOT being used for the upcoming semester will be purchased at a wholesale rate of between 15-40% of the new book price.

Q. Can I sell books from other semesters or from other colleges?
A. Absolutely. In fact, in the case where a course is taught either in the Fall or Spring semesters only, we encourage you to hold on to the book until the next buy.

Q. Why do I only get wholesale price?
A. Unfortunately, the bookstore can only pay 50% up to the quantity of books needed for the upcoming semester. Once the store has reached the amount it needs we then pay wholesale price, if any, for additional texts. Texts purchased at wholesale are sent off campus at the end of each buyback.

9 Days of BUYBACK:
Every time you bring in your textbooks for sale, you are eligible to win one of the 45 prizes that we are giving away.

In order to win, simply fill out the entry blank you will receive at the buyback counter and deposit it at the College Store.

Drawings will be held daily starting with one prize the first day, with one additional each day up to 9 prizes on the last day of buyback.

Winners will be notified by phone or mail, and will have until January 31st, 1992, to claim their prize.

BUYBACK
Locations, Dates & Times
THE COLLEGE STORE
Wednesday & Thursday
December 11-12 – 8:30 am to 7:30 pm
Friday
December 13 – 8:30am to 4:00pm
Monday through Thursday
December 16-19 – 8:30am to 7:30pm
Friday
December 20 – 8:30am to 4:00pm
Saturday
December 21 – 9:00am to 1:00pm
Monday
December 23 – 8:30am to 7:30pm

BLANTON HALL ATRIUM
Tuesday through Thursday
December 18-19 – 10:00am to 7:00pm
Friday
December 20 – 10:00am to 3:00pm

NOTE: A current Montclair State Photo ID is required for textbook buyback.
The tale of "One Mississippi Negro Who Didn’t Go to College" by one reporter who did, eventually

by Maureen McGowan

"Nothing I ever did so directly affected a human life, changed someone’s life as that piece," said Ron Hollander, coordinator of the journalism department and advisor of The Montclarion, at a lecture last Monday afternoon regarding his start in the field of reporting. "I’ve never had that same feeling again, I helped free a man from prison," he said to over 50 students and faculty attending the talk in the Student Center.

Hollander’s advice was not just for future journalists, but for all college students. He said that in order for you to be a success and get started, you have to follow your star. The key is believing in something more than what the starting salary is and if there are good retirement benefits, he said.

Hollander’s address was lively and full of anecdotes, but also painfully candid. He spoke of his real-life situation in rural Mississippi during the start of the civil rights movement. Hollander was attending Brandoni University in 1962 when a civil rights lawyer from Mississippi visited the college and invited the students to come to the South and get involved. Soon after, Hollander hitch-hiked his way to Jackson, Mississippi, where he worked, without pay, for The Mississippi Free Press.

He spoke of the late nights spent editing the copy in the back of a grocery store owned by an African-American man named Robert Smith. The store was located near a railroad switch yard and he recalled the slamming of the train cars as they switched tracks and the sweet smell from the Purina storage tanks. "We were all just kids," he said.

"I sat on a bench in Central Park. I had just turned 21 and I had a story on the front page of a national magazine. I was only a copy boy at the New York Post and a college drop-out." Soon after his arrival, Hollander learned the story of a young African-American, Clyde Kennard, who was denied admittance to what was then Mississippi Southern College (MSC) on basis of race. Kennard had already completed three years of college at the University of Chicago, but was called home after the death of his stepfather to manage the family farm. MSC was only 15 minutes from the farm, so he would be able to attend classes and keep up his other responsibilities. Both Governor J.P. Coleman and the president of MSC refused to accept him, but offered that the state of Mississippi would pay his tuition to any college in the country that would accept him. Kennard declined the offer because of his family obligations.

Eventually, because of Kennard’s persistence and the publicity he was drawing, the school would have to accept him unless an alternative solution was found, Hollander said.

At that time, there was a law in Mississippi stating that anyone convicted of a felony may not attend a state school. On September 25, 1960, Kennard was arrested and charged with being an accessory in a burglary. In the state at the time being an accessory was considered and treated as being the principal actor of the crime. Kennard was given the maximum sentence of seven years to be served in Parchman Penitentiary.

The charges against Kennard were false and launched in order to keep him out of MSC, Hollander said. Hollander returned to New York with the detailed story, entitled "One Mississippi Negro Who Didn’t Go to College" and it was printed in the national magazine The Reporter on November 8, 1962. It was his first nationally published piece.

He said, "I sat on a bench in Central Park. I had just turned 21 and I had a story on the front page of a national magazine. I was only a copy boy at the New York Post and a college drop-out."

Hollander had only one semester left, so he returned to Brandi, "the prodigal son" as he put it, and graduated in June of 1963. His story launched a national movement which ultimately gained Kennard a pardon from the governor in the spring of 1963. Unfortunately, Kennard died on July 4, 1963 of colon cancer, and the two never met.

Hollander’s advice to everyone is, "Follow your star. Go for it and do it!" which certainly applies to all disciplines outside the world of journalism.

CLUB presents:

Winter Formal '91
"Crystal & Ice"
Friday, December 13, 1991
8:00 pm to 1:00 am

Sheraton Meadowlands Hotel
East Rutherford, NJ

Hotel rooms available at a discounted rate of $79

$30 per person/ $60 per couple

Bids go on sale
November 18–December 2
at ticket booth in the Student Center
and the CLUB office, Room 112D

Dinner-Dancing-Open Bar (ID required)

Club is a class I organization of the SGA
Greek Weekly

Philanthropic/Service Events

11/24 – Sigma Tau Mu: bloodathon
11/26 – Kappa Alpha Psi: food for the homeless.
- Alpha Phi Omega: food drive throughout November; food donations accepted.
- Sigma Phi Rho: Sunday morning volunteer work at Newark’s Integrity House; meals on wheels programs.
11/12 - 12/5 – Theta Kappa Chi’s Annual Toy Drive. Toys and/or money donations accepted in the Student Center Lobby. 10 pm - 3 pm.
12/1 – Alpha Kappa Psi: Holly Center Day party for abused children.

Pledge events

Alpha Iota Chi inducted 14 new sisters on Sunday, Nov. 10. A party was held in their honor on Saturday Nov. 9.
Sigma Tau Nu inducted seven new sisters on Nov. 8.

OKX inducted six new sisters.

Congratulations

Social

11/21 – Hawaiian mixer: ASZ and ZIB.
11/22 – Phi Sigma Sigma: Sapphire Ball; semi-formal at The Sheraton.

Athletic

Alpha Kappa Psi – interested competitors call 893-4253.
Delta Chi – any fraternity interested in playing football call 893-5041.

Fundraising

AXP – selling miniature Christmas trees in December.
ZIB – selling 10 x 13 photos $5.00.

Social

PP – having a party for Thanksgiving.
One can of food: one dollar off.
Alpha Kappa Psi – raffle: $1.00 for a CD player; $75 value.
Sigma Delta Tau – raffle: $250 gift certificate for the ‘Wiz’ – each $1, see a sister for more details.

Epsilon Delta Epsilon is selling chocolate turkey lollipops ($1), and large hollow turkeys ($3.50).

Alpha Omega selling bagels in Partridge Hall, 7:30 am to noon.

Community Service

Phi;:;JRhd: Sunda#morning -

oh... Blush! That’s embarrassing!

C’mon, have you ever slipped down the stairs in the Student Center? Or, how about spilling food down the front of your shirt in front of some stranger in the cafeteria?

Have you ever sat, for a while now, in the wrong classroom?

Have you ever embarrassed yourself, here, at MSC?

The Campus Life section wants you to suspend pride and come forth with the gory truth.

Send a short, or long, letter to the Campus Life Editor, care of The Montclarion room 113, Student Center Annex, explaining the event.

All students, administrators and faculty are welcome, but please, sign it! Include name, major or position and phone number. Cowards may request anonymity, and entries may be edited for brevity.

Gaining professional experience through co-op

Over 400 students learned the value of professional work experience at this year’s Annual Cooperative Education Employee Fair.
Come in out of the COLD

WINTERSESSION
at Middlesex County College

3 Weeks of Concentrated Learning
December 30, 1991 - January 17, 1992
Monday through Friday

Three weeks of immersion in a world of your choice
• Explore the wonders of the human mind
• Create your own works of art
• Try your skill at racquetball or swim in our heated pool
• Enter the worlds of Tintoretto, Michelangelo or Rembrandt
• Listen to the heartbeat of business and marketing
• Chart your path through the fascinating realm of mathematics

All this and more at MCC's WINTERSESSION

Come in out of the cold.

Register in person now at the Office of the Registrar.
Call (908) 906-2523 for information

The WINTERSESSION work load is heavy. For a single course, you should expect to spend about as much time in and out of the classroom on a weekly basis as you would carrying a full-time load in a normal 14 - week semester. If you have the time to invest, WINTERSESSION could be perfect for you.

Planned Parenthood

Affordable Women's Health Care

Gyn Exams  Birth Control  Counseling
Infection Treatment  Pregnancy Tests

Prompt Appointments—Evening Hours—Bilingual Staff

29 No. Fullerton Ave.  Montclair  746-7116
Convenient Locations also in E. Orange and Newark

The English Club Presents:
Prizes in the Humanities for Original Writing
Poetry...Essays...Fiction...Research

1ST Prize: $100  2ND Prize: $50  3RD Prize: $25
DEADLINE: NOON, Thurs., December 5
Prizes will be awarded at the English Department Year-End Reception
*Name, address, & telephone number should be attached to a separate cover sheet only
*Please, unpublished and undergraduate work only
Bring submissions to the English Department on the 4TH Floor of Partridge Hall

ACE (Association for Creative Endeavors) is sponsoring a CHEAP art and clothing SALE to be held on December 5.

If you would like to donate your much-wanted art and clothing bring them to ACE meetings held every Tuesday at 5PM (Calcia Fine Arts Building, Student Gallery, 2nd Floor)

ACE is a Class 2 of the SGA
Muscle Power
Keeping our bodies as healthy as our minds

by Ray Agliata

Trying to keep in shape here is an exhilarating and rewarding challenge. It’s also nearly free of charge! Where else can one pump iron, swim, participate in both aerobics and water aerobics and enjoy an open gym for playing a great game of indoor basketball, all for a nominal student activities fee?

The Fieldhouse and “Body by Bob” workouts are two MSC “shaper-uppers” to explore.

Located in the quarry parking lot, the MSC Fieldhouse is a place to start. If one wants to look great, feel great and attract hot members of the opposite sex, the Fieldhouse has some of the tools needed to achieve the perfect physique.

Although it may not look like Jack LaLanne’s or Bally’s, the Fieldhouse is a good place for a student to relieve stress, lose weight, tone and firm muscles and, of course, build confidence. Still, however, some students do not find the Fieldhouse to be such a good place to work out.

“I don’t think many people even know it exists. They probably think the building is just a place where lawnmowers are kept,” said Mark Laughlin, a student who frequents the Fieldhouse. “It may be small, but if you’re dedicated and need a place to work out, it does the job.”

Mark, like many other students, found the Fieldhouse lacking in some areas. Because of a lack of funds, the Fieldhouse is badly in need of mirrors, curl bars, a shoulder bench press and an incline bench press. Joseph Santarini of the recreation department said these lacking areas may soon be remedied.

The Fieldhouse is attending the free “Body by Bob” workout in Blanton Hall on Tuesday night at 8:00 p.m. in the 4 A-D lounge. Instructed by student Bob Orosz, the “Body by Bob” workout is rumored to be one of the most comprehensive aerobic workouts in the area. Bob, a certified instructor at Jack LaLanne, brings his aerobic participants through a complete body workout.

“I think aerobic dance is very motivating and is also an excellent stress-reliever. I welcome anyone who would like to join me. In fact, when more people show interest it really motivates me to give a great class,” said Bob.

Tuesday night classes usually draw a crowd of 30 or so eager exercisers, dancing and bouncing along, obviously enjoying getting into shape.

“Bob is my inspiration to stay fit, be healthy and look good!” exclaimed Kerri Coni, one of Bob’s many students.

“Bob is very dedicated to physical fitness and gives it his all,” said another of Bob’s students who likes to be known as “Little Ballerina.”

Luckily Bob works here for only the extracurricular activities price. He works out here without pay.

However, there are those who don’t like aerobic dance and are making do with the Fieldhouse facilities. As Rob Coon, a Blanton Hall resident, said, “Keeping in shape is a priority among Americans today, yet the school takes our athletic money and spends it on God only knows what.”

Some of these activities include the Curts-Trident Four-on-Four Volleyball Tournament in which the winners travel to Princeton to compete in a statewide tournament and the Schick Three-on-Three Basketball Tour-

Fieldhouse Hours

Monday–Thursday 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Friday 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Open Swim Hours

Monday 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Tuesday–Thursday 12 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday–Thursday 8:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
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EDITORIAL

An option for the lesser evil

It gives you hope to see people had the sense to decisively reject a neo-Nazi in politician’s clothing like David Duke. Unfortunately, the alternative was not the best choice either. Indeed, Edwin Edwards is a bitter pill for Louisianaans to swallow, but think of the alternative.

The voters might have had a better choice if they had another one in the ballot box: a None Of The Above column. The NOTA column, if it had more votes than either candidate, would annull the election. This simple device would give voters a way out of voting for a lesser evil. As the choice of suitable candidates runs dry, the NOTA choice seems more and more attractive.

Also the huge turnout in Louisiana was a good example of voter latency, the theory that voters don’t vote much when not much is wrong because there is no need to. But given the right (or rather wrong) situation, voters may come out in droves to beat down some scum that never should have risen in the first place.

Louisiana’s gubernatorial race was an event in politics that still gives you hope for the political system. But there is always next year and its presidential elections. God help us. NOTA, NOTA.

Campus Police + Guns = ?

Campus Police want to carry guns on MSC. This is an extremely large responsibility for them and they have the right for their request. But why is the Campus Police, who are here to protect us, being so shy and quiet about their discussions with administration? Why won’t they comment on the issue? It’s a big step for them and we’d like to know how they feel.

The Montclarion feels that Campus Police should not be armed. Statistics show crimes on campus are mostly non-violent crimes. If it isn’t broken, why fix it? There is no reason for them to bear arms.

And though the chance of an accident with a gun is slim, it’s still there. If they did bring guns, we feel, students would feel more threatened than secure. And isn’t making us feel secure the job of Campus Police anyway? What do you think?

You can’t park there—Please move your vehicle.

Yes Sir!

The Montclarion strives for fairness and accuracy in its news coverage. We offer you an open forum to air your views. Your opinions are important to us. Mail your letters-to-the-editor and/or corrections to:

The Montclarion
c/o Editorial Page Editor
Student Center Annex Rm. 113
Montclair State College
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043

or drop it off in our office. Letters must be typewritten. Please include your name, major/title, and telephone number. Letters may be edited for brevity. Write us and share your views with the campus. We are here to serve you.
by Doug Bly

Bly's Cries

Who invited Mr. Butthole?

I'm annoyed still.

There is a complicated issue in our contemporary society and there are a lot of problems. Being closer in our scholastic environment than people think. Picture this: you are at a party and everyone is having a good time, and as the night goes on, people can see the extended fun that two people are having in the corner. This is not a new sight for anyone. But let's talk about some fun that gets carried away all too often. You see a good looking woman across the room, or better yet you see your friend (who happens to be a woman) across the room. As the night prolongs and your better judgement becomes impaired, you turn into Mr. Butthole. You go across the room and on your way you decide to talk to a couple of women and “get a quick pinch” on the tushie that seems to be staring you in the face. Because of the current impairment of your psychological and physiological state, you grab some woman’s butt or make a remark about her breasts in relation to the cold weather outside without any hesitation whatsoever. This is sexual harassment.

Anytime a woman says to stop what you are doing she means exactly that—stop. But these cries are not heard too often and if they were, our environment would be different. No man has a right to touch a woman’s body in any place. If females and males alike would look in the dictionary and read the definition for harassment, they would be surprised to find out that their actions do indeed fall within the realm of the given definition. There is a new ideology that will be surfacing in the next few decades. Women will be taking more of an initiative toward halting these juvenile acts. The woman will not ruin your life; you will, for not being able to keep your comments and/or hands to yourself. Understood and intimate acts are one thing, but the touching of another person without their consent is wrong.

I would like to caution people of a few things. Some believe females should not take dirty jokes so seriously when they were meant in jest or as a quick, harmless statement. But the problem of that is: What is harmless? Most people do not speak up when they feel uncomfortable. How can somebody know where to draw the line? The answer to this question is simple; if there is any doubt whatsoever about the harmlessness of a comment or action you are considering, don’t chance it.

One reason sexual harassment is so hard to combat is the fact that it is a one-way street. If several women were pinching and saying sexually-explicit things to a male, he would be having a grand old time. It does not work the other way around. If a male ever complained about being harassed he would be looked at as “soft.” So from that point, Mr. Sofie would be under the gun of ridicule from other males. This goes to show that males do not permit other males to elicit their feelings very easily without experiencing some form of ridicule.

Think about your actions at a party when you are sober and you will be surprised at what you see and find. Even when you are not drinking you should be a good human being. Being drunk does not mean that you can bring out your alter ego and project it onto another for your pleasure. Think about what could happen and learn where to draw the line by using your mouth for voice and expression and not for toasting hockey. If not you will get what you deserve in the end. It will happen.

Lessons of Louisiana

The 1991 election ended with a bang last Saturday. Democrat Edwin Edwards defeated the Republican candidate David Duke for the Louisiana gubernatorial race. The voters of Louisiana sent Duke home where he belongs. One gets the impression he won’t stay there long because although the race was decided last Saturday, there is speculation that Duke is already thinking about a run at the White House.

The voters of Louisiana should be commended for a job well done. Their choice was not an easy one. Columnist George Will put it this way: “The voters (of Louisiana) had a choice between a Nazi and a crook.”

An exit poll concluded only half the voters actually backed Edwards. Forty-seven percent voted for Edwards just to stop Duke from winning.

Duke, a former Ku Klux Klan leader, mounted a minor campaign for president in 1988, first as a Democrat, then as a white-supremacist nominee of the Populist party. If Duke, who now has become a household name, runs for president next year, this may pose a problem of high taxes and benefits for the rich. Politicians have too often and if they were, our environment would be different. Women will be taking more of an initiative toward halting these juvenile acts. The woman will not ruin your life; you will, for not being able to keep your comments and/or hands to yourself. Understood and intimate acts are one thing, but the touching of another person without their consent is wrong.

If one reason sexual harassment is so hard to combat is the fact that it is a one-way street. If several women were pinching and saying sexually-explicit things to a male, he would be having a grand old time. It does not work the other way around. If a male ever complained about being harassed he would be looked at as “soft.” So from that point, Mr. Sofie would be under the gun of ridicule from other males. This goes to show that males do not permit other males to elicit their feelings very easily without experiencing some form of ridicule.

Think about your actions at a party when you are sober and you will be surprised at what you see and find. Even when you are not drinking you should be a good human being. Being drunk does not mean that you can bring out your alter ego and project it onto another for your pleasure. Think about what could happen and learn where to draw the line by using your mouth for voice and expression and not for toasting hockey. If not you will get what you deserve in the end. It will happen.

The following are statements, quotes from Leonard Jeffries, and events that: justify my request to ban him from our campus:

1. “That was a conspiracy, planned, and plotted and programmed out of Hollywood,” he said, “by people called Greenberg and Weinberg and Trigiani and what-not. It’s not anti-Semitic to mention who developed Hollywood.”

2. “Russian Jewry had a particular control over the movies, and their financial partners, the mafia, put together a system of destruction of black people.”

3. “You can’t trust the white folks, even the good ones.”

4. In general, Jeffries has said that sin people (blacks) are more communal while ice people (white) are hostile and greedy.

5. He was rebuked last winter by a City College faculty committee for his “sweeping negative characterizations of whites” and statements “to the effect that AIDS was created as part of a conspiracy by whites to destroy blacks.”

6. Molefi Kete Asante of Temple University, who is a driving force behind the Afrocentrism Movement, notes that Jeffries is known primarily as a “black Right-wing author in the field.” He adds: “His style has probably more shock effect than mine.”

Please turn to JEFFRIES page 22
News media more concerned with ratings than ethics

Recently an article appeared in the fall issue of Carpe Diem [MSC's alumni newspaper] indicating that MSC would be employing Ms. Sara Lee Kessler of WWOR-TV to teach a journalism ethics class. For the good of this college and American society, it is essential to look at the contents of this article carefully and critically.

Ethics as described by Funk and Wagnalls Dictionary is a "system of morals." The article shows the kind of ethics held in the news media of which Ms. Kessler is representative. Ms. Kessler is quoted as saying: "I would like the students to walk away from this class understanding that news decisions are not made in a vacuum, are not arbitrary, are not mindless and are not primarily made for ratings.

This statement may be designed to sound good, but looking at it closer, how does it pertain to ethics? The word "primarily" is one aspect of the statement indicating what kind of loose ethics are at work. The consequences of such ethics to the American public have been incalculable.

The news media goes after ratings by telling us what we want to hear and things which seem comfortable for us to hear. They choose and slant stories in such a way as to make us think this is the news. The news media can be considered their true friends. Ms. Kessler, along with her superiors, and the rest of the news media have discovered that we want and need to hear. In this way their popularity and influence are not mindless and are not primarily made for ratings.

So SGA President Anthony Susco's solution to the inadequate parking and shuttle bus system is to walk. I feel that this comment, published in a letter submitted to The Montclarion, is an insult to the intelligence of the students of MSC. As president of the SGA, Susco should be finding ways to solve the problem without making us feel like a bunch of total losers that didn't realize we could actually walk. Also, I would like to meet the college student who would ever actually "leave their entire life-saving in cash on the front seat of their car." I feel that the gist of the letter was to tell us stupid MSC students to stop whining. I could be wrong about the whole letter, but if not, I feel you should either take a short vacation or a class in rhetoric.

John J. Leto
Marketing

Pursuit of knowledge under difficulties.
-Charles Dickens

Have something to say?
Drop us a line and share your views with the campus.
(Conference Room Annex 113, Deadline is Mon. 3 p.m.)
CLASS ONE CAFE

Presented by Class One Concerts and Quarterly, both Class One organizations of the SGA, the Class One Cafe featured many student artists and performers last Thursday night in the Rathskeller.

Favorite poetry, including works written by students was read, and augmented by various acoustic performances.

The Class One Cafe was presented as part of Cafe Montclair, an ongoing series of events and Things to Do in the Rathskeller every Thursday night.

RECORD REVIEWS

by Ulana Zahajkewycz

Seven Simon—four twenty-four
TVT Records

O.K. so they sound a little like R.E.M. Well that’s because they’re from Athens, Georgia. Lots of guitars, good production and vocals reminiscent of Michael Stipe (when he’s quiet and compliative). The second cut, “White Fox,” sounds a bit more worldly (with Spanish guitar influences). I like Seven Simon (hey, they’re no Manchester mush). A good feature of this band is their lyrics. “Afterall” (most like R.E.M.) has words like “resolving itself to a frequent sore/The boat sinks before and after all/ Nails dug deep in my skin/ I run to release them.” Seven Simon would probably have a better chance in the college circuit than on a larger scale, because of their generic sound. But I think they deserve a listen to anyway. Texas - Mothers Heaven
Mercury

Well, I was instantly impressed with the New Orleans funeral march sample at the beginning of “Mothers Heaven.” Then the bluesie guitars jumped in (I was still impressed). All of a sudden the vocals began, and it reminded me of every other country singer I’ve ever heard (well almost every. Sorry Patsy). If you like country music with a pop edge, you’ll probably like it. But I thought it was too over produced and that there was very little human emotion to this music. It sounded like a product of some record company, rather than music’s sake. It’s not even catchy enough to be metamorphasized into elevator music. It’s college rock - country. P.S. Jason P. says such a category shouldn’t exist.

Matthew Sweet - Girlfriend
EMI

This sounds like sixties folk rock (please don’t confuse this with Manchester music). The production sounds raw (much like sixties-tunes). There’s a lot of rehashed sixties ideas (especially in “Divine Intervention”) borrowed from the likes of the Beatles, the Monkees and the Byrds. Try “I’ve Been Waiting.” It reminded me of the Partridge Family (bus and all), but I mean that in a good way. The lyrics are simple, maybe too simple. Matthew Sweet reminds me of a cheaper version of Lenny Kravitz. Lloyd Cole appears on “Looking at the Sun,” and he sounds pretty good. Hey, Sweet gets bonus points for his cat Stevensish “Winona” (yes, this is a song about Ms. Ryder). This is the Beatles sugarcoated.
The Organization of Students for African Unity presents its 23rd Anniversary of

THE HARVEST BALL

Come celebrate our family with yours

SEE performances by: The MSC Gospel Choir & African Dance Troupe

ENJOY Gourmet Cuisine & Fine Music

KEYNOTE SPEAKER:
DR. LEONARD JEFFRIES

DATE: Sunday, November 24, 1991
PLACE: Student Center Ballrooms
TIME: 4:00 PM - until?

ALL GUESTS ARE ENCOURAGED TO BRING A DISH
OSAU is Class One of the SGA
For the past few months now, the entire country was watching CNN, local network news broadcasts and commentaries on the campaign trail in Louisiana. Even Arneson threw in his two cents speculating why it was called a gubernatorial race-both Edwin Edwards and David Duke are "goobers!" Well, we can all breathe easy now. Duke is not governor of Louisiana. Does that mean we can stop worrying?

Well, no.

As I watched the debates and speeches of both candidates, I must admit, I was impressed by Duke most of all. Edwards kept saying, "Give me a second (or third, or fourth) chance, and let's keep Duke out of the race! Don't you know what you repre­sent?" Duke had a good foothold in the debates, much more than Edwards. Also, a lot of what Duke said made sense. I could see what he was saying.

And, to put it mildly, that scared the shit out of me.

Step with me into the history books. If you will, into a land across the sea, past England and France and into Germany. Ger­many was a country that had a large unemploy­ment rate. Morale was at an all-time low. The economy sucked. Germany was a country that was screaming for help. In came a little man from Austria by the name of Adolf Hitler. He promised to boost the economy, create new jobs, and make Ger­many a country that the people could be proud of. He did. Germany made a come­back better than the Atlanta Braves. Of course, we all know what happened. The Holocaust on World War II, bombs, religious persecution.

The time for David Duke and his little band of followers to seize control. The economy sucks. Unemployment is increas­ing. Morale is low. We do have one asset, though. We, as citizens of the United States, can learn from history's mistakes. Everyone should keep this in mind, especially since Duke may or may not run for president in 1992. I don't blame him for not running. Duke and I both believe in a protest vote. Everyone should heed this in mind, especially since Duke may or may not run for president in 1992. I don't blame him for not running. Duke and I both believe in a protest vote. Everyone should heed his advice.

The Silence of the Lambs ***

The Silence of the Lambs is one of the most intelligent horror films ever made, one that examines the dark side of life while teaching us something about the way we see ourselves and others. Jodie Foster is excelle­ent as the smart, tough yet vulnerable FBI trainee assigned to locate a vicious serial killer by examining a psychopathic criminal (Anthony Hopkins) who may have a link to the killer's identity. The film examines not only such large scale fears as a murderer-on-the-loose, but also smaller, everyday fears such as insects, on-the-spot questioning, being alone in the dark, and so on. This is the most intriguing element of the film: by catalog­uing our fears, the film has a constant layer of edge. The performances are exceptional: Foster is radiant and completely believable, Hopkins is downright scary and Scott Glenn as Foster's superior is terrific. Thought­breaks imaginative. The little checkmarks on college applications that ask what race/ ethnicity you are may read "mandatory" instead of "optional." Collect a crown for­diately come into the middle class, but more than likely at the expense of the lower class, who include a sizable number of those "inferior" races.

Duke also said he would put a stop to welfare leeches. Just how would he define what a leech was? Who would be mistreated as a leech and forced out on the street because they have no place to live? How many people will go hungry? How many homeless people will Duke say, "Tough shit, bud, go get a job," to only find that no one will hire him or her? History is repeating itself, only this time it's on our side of the Atlantic, some 40 years later. To those who have heard Duke and agree with him, beware. He brings up a lot of valid points. A lot of what he's saying is true. However, it is his methodology and ideology I question. What guarantees do we have if he should become president, or did the citizens of Louisiana have, if he became governor that he wouldn't become the racist and evil person that members of the Ku Klux Klan are known for being? Sure, he says he's changed, but anyone can talk. I want to see proof that this former sheet-wearing, cross-burning bigot has changed. A leopard can't change its spots. I seriously doubt that any person who at one time was a Grand Wizard of the biggest racist and bigoted cult in America can change completely. Edwin Edwards was acquitted of embezzlement. Louisiana citizens may still believe the Grand Wizard is the best of them all. But I believe them, and you, which would you rather have: a crook, whose evil you already know, or a former KKK Grand Wizard, who's been in office, changed his ways and is worth trusting us? How many people will go hungry? How many homeless people will Duke say, "Tough shit, bud, go get a job," to only find that no one will hire him or her? History is repeating itself, only this time it's on our side of the Atlantic, some 40 years later. To those who have heard Duke and agree with him, beware. He brings up a lot of valid points. A lot of what he's saying is true. However, it is his methodology and ideology I question. What guarantees do we have if he should become president, or did the citizens of Louisiana have, if he became governor that he wouldn't become the racist and evil person that members of the Ku Klux Klan are known for being? Sure, he says he's changed, but anyone can talk. I want to see proof that this former sheet-wearing, cross-burning bigot has changed. A leopard can't change its spots. I seriously doubt that any person who at one time was a Grand Wizard of the biggest racist and bigoted cult in America can change completely. Edwin Edwards was acquitted of embezzlement. Louisiana citizens may still believe the Grand Wizard is the best of them all. But I believe them, and you, which would you rather have: a crook, whose evil you already know, or a former KKK Grand Wizard, who's been in office, changed his ways and is worth trusting us? How many people will go hungry? How many homeless people will Duke say, "Tough shit, bud, go get a job," to only find that no one will hire him or her? History is repeating itself, only this time it's on our side of the Atlantic, some 40 years later. To those who have heard Duke and agree with him, beware. He brings up a lot of valid points. A lot of what he's saying is true. However, it is his methodology and ideology I question. What guarantees do we have if he should become president, or did the citizens of Louisiana have, if he became governor that he wouldn't become the racist and evil person that members of the Ku Klux Klan are known for being? Sure, he says he's changed, but anyone can talk. I want to see proof that this former sheet-wearing, cross-burning bigot has changed. A leopard can't change its spots. I seriously doubt that any person who at one time was a Grand Wizard of the biggest racist and bigoted cult in America can change completely. Edwin Edwards was acquitted of embezzlement. Louisiana citizens may still believe the Grand Wizard is the best of them all. But I believe them, and you, which would you rather have: a crook, whose evil you already know, or a former KKK Grand Wizard, who's been in office, changed his ways and is worth trusting us?
Poetics expressed by the invitation of Quarterly

Home Video Reviews from page 25

provoking and intense, Silence of the Lambs is a must for suspense lovers.

Mortal Thoughts ***
110 minutes, Rated R, RCA/Columbia Pictures Home Video.

Up until the last 15 minutes, Mortal Thoughts is a deeply absorbing psychological thriller, in which a woman (Demi Moore) recounts to the police the event (shown in flashback) that led to the murder of her best friend’s husband. The flashbacks provide an engrossing mystery framework that questions the credibility of the woman’s story. Then comes a conclusion that would make Hitchcock roll over in his grave. Totally implausible and illogical, the conclusion very nearly succeeds at ruining the whole film. Up to this point, Mortal Thoughts remains a gripping, intelligent drama that invites us to examine how much we can trust others and the result of trusting someone too much. Despite having a bummer of an ending, Mortal Thoughts is nonetheless recommended for its intriguing style and sharp performances, especially Moore, Glenne Headly as her best friend and Bruce Willis as her ex-husband. If only the ending were different...

Switch ***
104 minutes, Rated R, HBO Video.

Switch takes a familiar premise: a male chauvinist is murdered but gets a second chance at life as a sexy blonde in order to see how the other half lives. Switch makes this premise fresh and appealing, thanks almost entirely to the radiant charm of its star, Ellen Barkin. The film provokes many laughs as Barkin attempts to get adjusted to female life, and it also touches upon a number of subjects resulting from her/his situation, including sexism, lesbianism and infidelity. Switch then glosses over these subjects and drops them in a flash; there would have been more laughs if the film really followed through on the subjects it brought up. On the other hand, Switch is not an episode of “Oprah,” and Barkin manages to singlehandedly save the film from getting too heavy. She is one of those rare stars who has such an endearing rapport with the screen that her presence alone is enough to make a film entertaining. Here she is energetic, funny and a total delight. Despite the shortcoming of the scripts (courtesy of director Blake Edwards), Switch is an enjoyable addition to the mind/body change genre.

UPCOMING VIDEO RELEASES:
Terminator 2: Judgement Day (Dec. 11), Doc Hollywood (Dec. 18), Naked Gun 2 1/2 (Dec. 19), Thelma & Louise (Jan. 8), Bill & Ted’s Bogus Journey (Jan. 9), Dying Young (Jan. 9), Jungle Fever (Jan. 16), Point Break (Jan. 16), Where (Jan. 22), Hot Shots (Jan. 30).

Spellbound is MOVING to 480 Washington Ave. in Belleville, NJ 201-450-4696
BIG SALE up to 50% off Nov. 29 - Dec. 8
30% off incense, oils, herbs
25% off charcoal, most candles, brass items, selected books
20% off all jewelry, selected cassette s, viles, tumbled and raw crystals
15% off pewter Windstone figures, 7 day pull-out cards
10% off Luellen Books, clothing, mortar & pestle, cauldrons, smoking fans, tarot card decks

THE MAINSTAGE THEATRE SERIES
Department of Broadcasting, Speech Communication, Dance & Theatre presents...
William Inge’s Pulitzer Prize Winning Dramedy Hit Play

PICNIC
December 5, 6, 7, and 12, 13, 14 at 8p.m.
December 6 & 15 at 2p.m.
MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM
For ticket information & reservations call 893-5112

EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE SERIES
Department of Broadcasting, Speech Communication, Dance & Theatre presents...
Two One-Acts by M&SC Alumnus, John Wooten

DOVER WON’T GET OUT
THE LIMBO ROOM
November 21, 22, and 23 at 8:00p.m.
EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE – Life Hall, A-125
For tickets, call M&SC Box Office at 893-5112. Students are free. All others, $2.00.
by Jodi Schultz

Vicious psychopath Max Cady (Robert DeNiro) has returned to exact his revenge. Fourteen years have passed since attorney Sam Bowden (Nick Nolte) failed to keep him out of prison. There his body hardened, and his hate forged into iron resolve. Now, he vows that Bowden will “learn something about loss.” And what’s more eerie is that Cady truly believes that Bowden’s suffering will end in salvation.

Cape Fear is loaded with themes of moral crisis, tension, and fear, enhanced by a dark streak of humor. We laugh at the most demented things. I was frightened to no avail at the psychotic realms displayed in Cape Fear. It has you believing in Cady as he tears apart a family and rips apart human flesh. It makes you think how a mind with such knowledge can pass since attorney Sam Bowden (Nick Nolte) has returned to exact his revenge. There his body hardened, and his hate forged into iron resolve. Now, he vows that Bowden will “learn something about loss.” And what’s more eerie is that Cady truly believes that Bowden’s suffering will end in salvation.

Cape Fear is loaded with themes of moral crisis, tension, and fear, enhanced by a dark streak of humor. We laugh at the most demented things. I was frightened to no avail at the psychotic realms displayed in Cape Fear. It has you believing in Cady as he tears apart a family and rips apart human flesh. It makes you think how a mind with such knowledge can

Scorsese’s Cape Fear destined to be a classic thriller

In Universal Pictures Cape Fear, Martin Scorsese brings his cinematic prowess to a genre that he has always loved — the suspense genre.


Cape Fear was written by Wesley Strick, based on the screenplay by James R. Webb, and adapted from the novel The Executioners by John D. MacDonald. Stick has expanded the original premise, a man protecting his family from a mad man, to a more complex story of a self-righteous ex-convict spurring a family unit’s dissolve.

The fusion of Dante’s Inferno with the Bible’s “Book of Job” — the terror of compassion — is illuminated within the mind of a madman self-proclaimed on the path of rebirth into the grace of his God. Cady’s demented and grotesque mind allows him to torture a family with such grace, viciousness, and subtle cunning that he actually feels his revenge will help Bowden learn what it’s like to suffer a loss. What’s even more eerie is that Cady truly believes that Bowden’s suffering will end in salvation.

Cape Fear is loaded with themes of moral crisis, tension, and fear, enhanced by a dark streak of humor. We laugh at the most demented things. I was frightened to no avail at the psychotic realms displayed in Cape Fear. It has you believing in Cady as he tears apart a family and rips apart human flesh. It makes you think how a mind with such knowledge could be so cunningly insane. No feeling, no soul, but what’s even more inhumane is that Cady enjoys himself, and sometimes we laugh.

Scorsese allows us to become intimate with both the victims and their predator by filming in anamorphic panavision (wide screen) to enhance the darker vision of Strick’s narrative. There are even times in the film when the victims become as innately motivated to violence as the hunter himself.

Each actor gave stunning performances creating both a relationship with their fellow actors and displaying a brilliant dichotomy of good and evil. DeNiro and Nolte create a sense of reversal of roles with such effectiveness that we begin to see Nolte as the villain and DeNiro as the victim.

Cape Fear brings the mind into a state of wondrous confusion and fear that one might become sick at their own thoughts. “Cape Fear” is effective and it does what it says — ‘create fear’.

“What’s more frightening is reality...”

Wall 2 Wall Art Expo

Everyone Raves About

Mewe’s Meat Market

129 Michaelson Street
Lower Montclair, NJ 07041
(Next to Herman’s World of Sporting Goods)

Specializing in exotic and hard-to-find meats

For the first time in Quarterly’s 63-year history, all artwork submitted for publication in Four Walls was on public display.

The Wall 2 Wall Art Expo was held in Student Center room 126 on Thursday and Friday, November 14 and 15. The purpose of the expo was to notify the artists of their selection, allow them to meet the members of Quarterly and the other artists. While over 40 pieces were submitted, only 21 were allowed into the magazine. The expo gives the readers a chance to judge all the work for themselves and compare their choices with those of the Quarterly staff.

In the past year, Quarterly has earned the attention and respect of the student body and faculty. The faculty poetry readings (see Page 26), the class one café, the Wall 2 Wall Art Expo, and the expo, have all helped in raising the quality of submissions, and ultimately the final look and content of the printed magazine. Four Walls is representative of the creative side of Montclair State, so don’t miss it.
C.L.U.B. Presents

Radio City

Christmas Show

December 12, 1991

Tickets are on sale NOW

$25 Students with ID
$30 Non-students

Show starts at 8:00
Buses leave at 6:30

C.L.U.B. is a Class I of the S.G.A.
Faculty Poetry Reading

Co-sponsored by The Montclarion

Dr. Petty & Prof. Hollander

December 4

1:00 P.M.
Room 155 Mallory Hall
"Laurie, It’s been a great year! Looking forward to many more. Happy anniversary. I love you. Rob"

"Trixie, Let’s get a couple gallons of when you can’t and try to break our record. Lustfully, Chuck"

"Congratulations to the new sisters of Iota Gamma Xi: Sue, Donna, Christine, Liz and Karli.

"Coca, Kick Dad’s ass — Sunday!

"Shar: Congratulations on Social Chair! You’ll do great. Love, Chrissy"

"Laura (D-PhiE) Nice thigh-high stockings. Why don’t you invest in a real pair. Ha! Ha! Love, Christine (D-PhiE)"

"Terry (AKPsi) Thanks for dinner; don’t forget the cheese. Tonka"

"Wayne, (AKPsi) AAAAA! Tonka"

"To my big bro, Kendrick, Nicole, Lori, Maria, you guys are doing a great job.

"little Tonka"

"Re-Run Here is your second f — n personal. Love Blackdog"

"Chris: It should not take 10 min. RR (TX)"

"Ana: Good luck in your new place, hope you make a great team. Love Always, Blackdog"

"Terson: The Wanderer? How many blow-jobs did you due last Thursday? Love Christine"

"Associate members of Theta Xi: It’s not long now...Keep it up! Uncle Bob"

"Moniclar Gladston Coming Soon! TX Alpha Chi Omega (D-PhiE) Cheer up and remember there is lots of people behind you. Love Claire"

"Voy - You owe me lunch. Blackdog"

"MacGyver, when are we going camping?? Big Brother"

"UB Did the stee pere on the rug again? Blackdog"

"Tatiana: “Where did we leave off?” GQ (PhIBeta)

"ED Daniel, where are you? Cinn-City Kid’"

"Kermie (AKPsi) you painted my a—, but don’t be so touchy. Love, your roommate"

"Rick (D-Chi) We hope that drinking hand beer and my pants are on backwards! We are all looking like a funky little shack."

"Shawn, Thanks for literally saving my life. Thanks for everything. Love your roommate"

"Joann, my “bar” buddy! Let’s do it again. Love Blackdog"

"The backseat posse rules! Love #2"

"UB Are you sure there wasn’t arsenic in my pizza?"

"Joe: Are you sure there wasn’t arsenic in my pizza?"

"Love Christine"
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To Susan, Donna, Liz, Lisa (IOTA) You guys are the best. I’m proud to be your sister. Thanks for helping up with me and I’m so proud of you guys. I love you so much. Love Christine"

"Michelle, Thanks for putting up with me. You’re the best big sister in the whole world. Your birthday is going to be the best. I’ll make sure of it. I love you a lot."

"Rebecca (DDX) Keep working on it!

"Uncle Bob: Great milk job with Tony! Zquina (IOTA) Sisterhood is the BEST feeling I’ve ever had. Thanks for helping me through everything. You are the most awesome big anyone could ask for and I love you so much. Love your little Christine"

"4C and 4C are watching 4B although 3A and 3B are still in the picture. Bohn life. Thanks for everything. Love your roommate"

"Re-Run Here is your second f — n personal. Love Blackdog"

"Laura (D-PhiE) Experience any flashbacks instead of some bimbo b

"The Greekie is not biased! If you must know, it is a fundraiser for us, not a personal. Love Blackdog"

"I’m so proud of you guys. I love you all sis.

"Terson: The Wanderer? How many blow-jobs did you due last Thursday? Love Christine"

"To Susan, Donna, Liz, Lisa (IOTA) You guys are the best. I’m proud to be your sister. Thanks for helping up with me and I’m so proud of you guys. I love you so much. Love Christine"

"Michelle, Thanks for putting up with me. You’re the best big sister in the whole world. Your birthday is going to be the best. I’ll make sure of it. I love you a lot."

"Rebecca (DDX) Keep working on it!

"Uncle Bob: Great milk job with Tony! Zquina (IOTA) Sisterhood is the BEST feeling I’ve ever had. Thanks for helping me through everything. You are the most awesome big anyone could ask for and I love you so much. Love your little Christine"

"4C and 4C are watching 4B although 3A and 3B are still in the picture. Bohn life. Thanks for everything. Love your roommate"

"Jill, that bed— is NO Good! Or at least not as good as I am. Ha, Ha,

"Chris, Vinny, Lynsya, and JoAnn, You are the best biga. I’m happy to be your little."

"To AXP Postulants: Hang in there the end is near. Brother Norton

"Tose: It ain’t giving up! Nicknameless (AXP)"

"Joann, my “bar” buddy! Let’s do it again! Love Becky"

"Shawn, thanks for literally saving my life. Thanks for everything. Love your funky little shack.

"Laur, your sweatshirt is covered with beer and my pants are on backwards! We really do go together! Love your roommate

"Laura (Theta) I’m glad you moved in instead of some bimbo b—, you’re great."

"Laura (D-PhiE) Experience any flashbacks lately? Jess

"Blacker: Have seen varuka lately? UB Are you there wasn’t arsenic in my pizza?"

"Wooiesaurus love Buppy. 5:16-9

"To Megan: Evenough you are “The Weekend Warrior” I still love you.

"Schneck Schneck Schneck, Ginger Roomie #2, So are you going to pay the rent or do I have to tell residence life?

"Morgan (EXPERIENCED LEPF — party?!) Anonymous

"To Dana Pachzi (DPhiE) I can’t wait till xmas break. Congrats on your disco job. You’ll love it and I’ll miss you guys who (Hint: /naste u semiune are #1)

"To my big bro, Kendrick, Nicole, Lori, Maria, you guys are doing a great job.

"little Tonka"

"Re-Run Here is your second f — n personal. Love Blackdog"

"Terson: The Wanderer? How many blow-jobs did you due last Thursday? Love Christine"

"Associate members of Theta Xi: It’s not long now...Keep it up! Uncle Bob"

"Moniclar Gladston Coming Soon! TX Alpha Chi Omega (D-PhiE) Cheer up and remember there is lots of people behind you. Love Claire"

"Voy - You owe me lunch. Blackdog"

"MacGyver, when are we going camping?? Big Brother"

"UB Did the stee pere on the rug again? Blackdog"

"Tatiana: “Where did we leave off?” GQ (PhIBeta)

"ED Daniel, where are you? Cinn-City Kid’"

"Kermie (AKPsi) you painted my a—, but don’t be so touchy. Love, your roommate"

"Rick (D-Chi) We hope that drinking hand beer and my pants are on backwards! We are all looking like a funky little shack."

"Shawn, Thanks for literally saving my life. Thanks for everything. Love your roommate"

"Joann, my “bar” buddy! Let’s do it again. Love Becky"

"Shawn, thanks for literally saving my life. Thanks for everything. Love your funky little shack.
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"Blacker: Have seen varuka lately? UB Are you there wasn’t arsenic in my pizza?"
Help Wanted
-Wanted immediately! Babysitter to care for 3 yr. old in our Upper Montclair home. Mon. and Wed. 8:30 - 5:00 pm or as needed. $8.00 - $10.00 pm. Will accept combination of above. References required. Call 783-3908.
Exhibit 2:
-ESSEX GREEN CINEMA: Part time, evenings and weekends. All floor staff positions available. Apply in person any day after 2 pm. Essex Green shopping center, Prospect Ave., W. Orange.
-Part-time, in-home child needed. Experience and car required. Call 593-0937.
-TELEMARKETING: $8-$14 an hour. Hourly rate plus bonus. Full and part time. Positions available. If you are articulate and outgoing and like speaking to interesting people, why not make $550 doing it? PAID TRAINING/FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE Silver Spring. Please call Mr. Scott 201-942-5000.

Attention
-Are you one of the F word? National Organization for Women chapter being formed at MSC! Learn about NOW and Feminism - the other F word. Tues., Dec. 3, 7:30 PM, Student Center RM. 419
-Need Calligraphy work done on invitations, report covers, flyers, or any other item needed to look nice or professional? If so, call Diana, an MSC student, for rates and affordable work. 201-791-0937.
-WANTED: Piano/Keyboard player to work on original music! Call 893-5679 and leave a message.

When are you gonna stop dissing me? Saturday you're mine. Love, a fellow greek
-Jon: Gamma Sigma Sigma, Good relations. Lil Bro (TX)
-To Julie: Men are scum, but let anyone tell you something you don't already know. My mother and your mother were hanging the clothes...I wonder if "Model" has called for any factor this week rejection or stress? Ginger
-FREE PARTY This Friday (Nov 22) Steven Tsch. Xiha house. All women welcome.
-Hey Sigmas, Semi was great! Oh what a night! I love you guys. Love Blair
-Ok, a black leather trench, black jeans & black shoes, hmmm, wish I had some. Debbie
-Samantha, You look great in Red and Black. Bumper (STN)
-Jene: Sigma Tau Nu, give that gay guy a nose salute if he can get you out of his hair. Love Sandy
-Bunny (STN) How many dates did you have on Sat, Nite? Pokey
-Button and Devils go together! Angels make me blue. Hopefully our bonding relationship will grow stronger, even if the two blocks from Garden state parkway. Available immediately. $550/month. 1 1/2 month security. Call 731-4180.
-B.C., PO Box 40, Maywood, NJ 07607
-Devil:
-Tutoring, Psych. & Soc. STATISTICS. Have taught Undergrad & Grad Stats for 15 years. Reasonable rates. I make statistics UNDERSTANDABLE & FUN!!! Call Robert at (714) 744-8291.
-Terry's Word Processing Service - Do you need your resume, paper, etc. edited, and proof- read and proofed? Do the specialists to help you! Call 340-2877.

Lost and Found
-Lost White wristwatch, irreplaceable, sentimental value. Please call 763-9556.

For Rent
-Wanted: 1 or 2 females for spacious apartment in Upper Montclair, off of Valley Road. 2 bedrooms, bathroom, kitchen & living room with private entrance. 5 minutes from campus. Available for rent in January on a month by month basis. For more information call 783-7842.
-200 Roosterman needed to share condo with MSC student. Available immediately! 2*5 minutes from MSC. Convenien location (Near 46, 3, will br). Call Janice at 893-4035.
-Apt. for rent. Clifton studio. $400 per mo. Call after 5 pm. 228-7131.

When you're not in the collection. Love Corky
-Produgy: Find a 1969 Penny & a Beer can from childhood. Organize group, travel to interesting people, why not make time. Positions available. If you are interested, call 1-800-950-8472, ext. 50

**FOOL PROOF FUND RAISING**

For your fraternity, sorority, team or other campus organization. **ABSOLUTELY NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED!**

**MatCMCAT**
- 11 Sessions
- Taught by Dr. Blank
- NEW TEST FORMAT
- Interview class
- Extra help & advice
- 90% SUCCESS RATE

Call Dr. Blank
(201) 966-9054

DAT/OAT

GALY - NJ Gay and Lesbian Youth in New Jersey! For adolescents age 16-21 who are self-identified as lesbian, gay or bisexual

Meet in suburban Essex County Saturday (MSC) 2:00-5:00 for location and information *An off-campus alternative

DEADLINE FOR PERSONALS IS MONDAY AT 3:00PM
Calvin and Hobbes

Thursday, November 21, 1991

The Montclarion / Comics

SOLUTION TO
LAST WEEK'S PUZZLE

Life in the bowl

by Christian Rogers
Senior Committee invites

All seniors to come out and get "Lei'd" at the...

SENIOR LUAAU '91

December 5, 1991
8:30pm - 12:30am
Saab Hall, Paterson

Featuring music by DJ Jeanie from Fatso's

TICKETS ON SALE

Monday, Dec. 2  11-3
Tuesday, Dec. 3  11-3
Wednesday, Dec. 4  11-3

$7 advance tickets
$9 at the door
$2 bus to and from
for 1st 100 people

Proper ID Required
Men's basketball faces rebuilding year

by Michael Frasco

When Nick Del Tufo was seven years old, a man named Oliver Gelston began coaching the men's basketball team at MSC. The year was 1967. Twenty-four years and 304 wins later, Gelston announced his retirement. This was in May of 1991.

In August, Del Tufo, 31, was tabbed as the new head coach for the men's basketball program. It is safe to say that the 1981 graduate from Upsala College has indeed, some big shoes to fill. He is just the school's 11th head coach since Guy Morrison coached the first team in 1928.

Concerning his appointment, Del Tufo said, "Olle Gelston is a basketball legend, and the fact that I am replacing him is an honor in itself. This will certainly be an exciting and challenging position that I am looking forward to with great anticipation."

Sounds like there is one particular note of interest concerning the position Del Tufo has inherited. That is, the matter of his three players with experience for MSC's men's basketball team is composed of just three players with collegiate basketball experience and the remaining 12 players are walk-ons. (Individuals who were not recruited).

Perhaps now you can understand why coach Del Tufo mentioned that this would be a "challenging position." In team sports, such as basketball, the loss of a key player to a "challenging situation. Who will fill his/her shoes? Can we still be competitive? These are just a couple of the questions which surface in such a case. But to have a predominately young and inexperienced team simply brings new meaning to the word "challenge." "Survival" is the better term here.

Part of the reason for the high number of walk-ons is because last year's starting five players have not returned due to academic reasons.

Despite the adverse situation, coach Del Tufo likes what he has seen so far from his team in its practices. He said, "The players have been working their butts off. The effort has been great."

Del Tufo, although pleased with his team's work ethic, was careful to note that practices are one matter and games are yet another. He said, "Practices are relative, because we practice against one another. From a game standpoint, it comes down to talent." Let's take a closer look at the talent of the starting five for his season's Red Hawks men's basketball team.

The shooting guard positions will be filled with perhaps the two best players on the team: Lee Mullins of Orange and Garland Gillette of Princeton. Mullins is one of the three players with experience for MSC last season. The 6'-3" junior played in seven games for the Red Hawks, and averaged 7.3 points and 3.3 rebounds before leaving the team for personal reasons. Del Tufo has spoken highly of Mullins, calling him the team's "best offensive player and the best athlete on the team."

The starting point guard will be 5'-5" sophomore Jamie D'Anfoss of Montclair. She has just about anything a point guard needs: speed, creativity, and a competitive fire. Del Tufo knows that it will take at least two years before any significant improvements surface for the Red Hawks. However, for the time being, he says he is concerned with his team's intangibles. He said, "If we have intensity, composure and execution, we'll have a good year."

Women's basketball looks to be competitive again

by Al Iannazzore

When Kim Wilson and Jill Jeffrey embraced at center court last year after the MSC women's basketball team won the ECAC championship, it was the end of an era.

Jeffrey, MSC's former head coach, won 131 games in seven years, left MSC to become a sports agent, while Wilson won't be able to key in one or two players. The women have eight returning players and three were starters last year. DeFazio said she'll probably go with seven or eight players each game. The bench is thin, but not the talent. The big question concerning this year's squad, however, is height.

Leading the way for the '91-92 Lady Hawks will be 6'-0" junior center Shannon Shaffer, of Linwood. Shaffer, a highly intense player, was MSC's third leading scorer last year after the MSC women's basketball team won the ECAC championship, it was the end of an era.

Concerning his appointment, Del Tufo knows that it will take at least two years before any significant improvements surface for the Red Hawks. However, for the time being, he says he is concerned with his team's intangibles. He said, "If we have intensity, composure and execution, we'll have a good year."

Women's basketball faces rebuilding year

by Michael Frasco

When Nick Del Tufo was seven years old, a man named Oliver Gelston began coaching the men's basketball team at MSC. The year was 1967. Twenty-four years and 304 wins later, Gelston announced his retirement. This was in May of 1991.

In August, Del Tufo, 31, was tabbed as the new head coach for the men's basketball program. It is safe to say that the 1981 graduate from Upsala College has indeed, some big shoes to fill. He is just the school's 11th head coach since Guy Morrison coached the first team in 1928.

Concerning his appointment, Del Tufo said, "Olle Gelston is a basketball legend, and the fact that I am replacing him is an honor in itself. This will certainly be an exciting and challenging position that I am looking forward to with great anticipation."

Sounds like there is one particular note of interest concerning the position Del Tufo has inherited. That is, the matter of his three players with experience for MSC's men's basketball team is composed of just three players with collegiate basketball experience and the remaining 12 players are walk-ons. (Individuals who were not recruited).

Perhaps now you can understand why coach Del Tufo mentioned that this would be a "challenging position." In team sports, such as basketball, the loss of a key player to a "challenging situation. Who will fill his/her shoes? Can we still be competitive? These are just a couple of the questions which surface in such a case. But to have a predominately young and inexperienced team simply brings new meaning to the word "challenge." "Survival" is the better term here.

Part of the reason for the high number of walk-ons is because last year's starting five players have not returned due to academic reasons.

Despite the adverse situation, coach Del Tufo likes what he has seen so far from his team in its practices. He said, "The players have been working their butts off. The effort has been great."

Del Tufo, although pleased with his team's work ethic, was careful to note that practices are one matter and games are yet another. He said, "Practices are relative, because we practice against one another. From a game standpoint, it comes down to talent." Let's take a closer look at the talent of the starting five for his season's Red Hawks men's basketball team.

The starting point guard will be 5'-5" Jamie D'Anfoss of Montclair. She has just about anything a point guard needs: speed, creativity, and a competitive fire. Del Tufo knows that it will take at least two years before any significant improvements surface for the Red Hawks. However, for the time being, he says he is concerned with his team's intangibles. He said, "If we have intensity, composure and execution, we'll have a good year."

Women's basketball looks to be competitive again

by Al Iannazzore

When Kim Wilson and Jill Jeffrey embraced at center court last year after the MSC women's basketball team won the ECAC championship, it was the end of an era.

Jeffrey, MSC's former head coach, won 131 games in seven years, left MSC to become a sports agent, while Wilson won't be able to key in one or two players. The women have eight returning players and three were starters last year. DeFazio said she'll probably go with seven or eight players each game. The bench is thin, but not the talent. The big question concerning this year's squad, however, is height.

Leading the way for the '91-92 Lady Hawks will be 6'-0" junior center Shannon Shaffer, of Linwood. Shaffer, a highly intense player, was MSC's third leading scorer last year after the MSC women's basketball team won the ECAC championship, it was the end of an era.

Concerning his appointment, Del Tufo knows that it will take at least two years before any significant improvements surface for the Red Hawks. However, for the time being, he says he is concerned with his team's intangibles. He said, "If we have intensity, composure and execution, we'll have a good year."

Sticking the "J." MSC's Kim Barnes shoots the jumper over outstretched hand of defender in practice earlier this week.
1991-92 MSC
MEN'S BASKETBALL

Lee Mullins / Jr.
Guard / Forward

Efrain Renee / So.
Guard

Joe Huber / Jr.
Center

Nick Del Tufo
Men's Coach / First Year

Peter Ristevski / Jr.
Forward

Garland Gillette / Jr.
Guard

1990-91 Final Results:
(4-19), NJAC (2-16)
RED HAWKS

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Jeannine Mullahy / Jr.
Guard

Kim Barnes / Jr.
Forward

Alice DeFazio
Women's Coach / First Year

Shannon Shaffer / Jr.
Center

Maritza Martinez / Sr.
Guard

Judy Stair / So.
Guard

1991 Final Results:
(20-6), NJAC (14-4)
More on Magic

Dear King,

In reading your article on Magic Johnson in last week's paper I realized that the game of basketball was losing one of the greatest players of all time. Even as a high school student I could see that Johnson was the most important player in the game's history. He brought the league to the national stage. He was the first black man to own a majority interest in a professional sports team. His ability to make big plays when the game was on the line was a real measure of a winner. Yes, MSC finished 5-5, but the 1991 edition of the Red Hawks was a team that showed character.

Looking back at the 1991 edition of Red Hawk football leaves a bad taste in my mouth. This team finished 5-5 and didn't make the playoffs for the second consecutive season. 5-5? 500? That's difficult for me to handle. I would have liked to have seen the Red Hawks make the playoffs in this, my senior year, but they were 5-5.

If MSC got a few breaks or better bounces, it could have easily been 7-3 or even 6-2 which would probably have earned the Red Hawks an ECAC bid. In fact, if this was the case, the final game against Glassboro might have meant more. However, this is all speculation because they finished 5-5.

I'm not going to make any excuses for this season because you lose, don't excuse. From the beginning you could see that they had talent, but it was raw. They played 45 minutes of outstanding football and 15 of horrible football. The result was failing to make the big plays and losing close games. This was due to the youth on the team.

It was a young team that started slow. At 2-4, the Red Hawks showed a lot of inexperience as they were hit with foolish penalties, ran wrong receiving routes and made many mental errors.

MSC was penalized for 811 yards on the year. Many of them negated possible scoring drives. The turnover was also a nemesis for MSC as it gave the ball up a whopping 26 times. The Red Hawks were also guilty of four safeties because of misplayed snaps in the end zone.

This could be due to youth, however, inexperience and youth can mature when given time. It took MSC seven games for it to happen. It was in game seven that things started to come together for the Red Hawks. The players began to play together and understand each other. They basically got to know one another. The result was three consecutive wins. But if you don't make the playoffs, the season is a waste.

Unfortunately, this is the way many people feel. What the season, and especially the strong finish, gave the Red Hawks was character. This character is something that will carry through to next year.

MSC was 5-5. It tied its wins and losses. They say a tie is like kinning your sister. I believe this because I have to lose more than anybody, but if you have to lose you must go down fighting. This team did. The Red Hawks finished 5-5 after a 2-4 start. Many teams would have packed it in, but not MSC.

Sure, I would have liked to have seen the Red Hawks go farther, but they didn't. They finished 5-5, but at least they gave their all, and were in every game.

Sports isn't only about winning and losing. It's about sportsmanship, competition, and character. Character, that's the real measure of a winner. Yes, MSC finished 5-5, but the 1991 edition of the Red Hawks was a team that showed character.

Calling the Shots

Chicago Bull forward Scottie Pippen said he's not playing in Barcelona if Isiah Thomas is named to the Olympic team. Scottie, what did you have, one good year? I think you'd better get a grip.

Earvin, the person, will live on. We remember there is a difference between moments on the court, it will be the Magic Johnson that even though he was a man, will always have a place in my heart. He was the man responsible for bringing the Lakers title after title with his all consuming passion, I will always have Mark Alan Belnay

Sports
The Montclairian

More on Magic

More on Magic

BASKETBALL from page 35

averaged 2.0 points per game last year, but the team relied mostly on her defense. Feilin is recovering from a severe hamstring pull. The Red Hawks top newcomer is a 5'-9'' freshman from Bayonne, Tracy Hart. Hart, normally a shooting guard, will be playing out of position as she is MSC's first front court substitution.

Size is the problem DeFazio and her Lady Hawks must face. If Shaffer goes down, or gets into foul trouble there will be a lot of players playing unfamiliar positions.

DeFazio said she was unable to acquire anyone new or new talent because she came in so late.

"The edge other schools have is recruiting," she said. "I came in August and that was too late to do any recruiting. There are no more recruits, just walk-ons."

With the departure of Wilson, DeFazio said the Red Hawks style will change. Under Jeffrey, MSC ran a slow-it-down-and get-it-to-Kim offense, but DeFazio, with her small team, is looking to run.

"We will be pushing the ball every opportunity," she said. "We'll play 94 feet again.

Hear ye! Hear ye!

The Sports King requests that you mail in any opinions on anything in sports to:

The Montclarion

c/o Sports Department

Student Center Annex, Room 113

Montclair State College

Upper Montclair, NJ 07043

or drop them off in The Montclarion office. Letters, 100 words or less, must be typewritten. Please include your name, major and telephone number. Letters may be edited for brevity. Deadline for letters will be Monday at 12:00 p.m.
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"We will be pushing the ball every opportunity," she said. "We’ll play 94 feet again.

Hear ye! Hear ye!
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The Sports Insider

By Michael Frasco

The great tug of war as to which side the student-athlete will ultimately fall toward; the classroom or the playing field, continues to rage on. The ideal situation, of course, would have the student-athlete standing on middle ground, taking in the rest of what athletics and academics have to offer.

However, all too often athletes fall into the trap of the so-called glamour of college athletics. That is, athletes are pursued by double-talking coaches who promise them exposure in newspapers or possibly television, if they play for their team. Many an athlete has been promised by coaches and recruiters to play for their team. They've sold them different talk about professional athletics. That is, athletes are pursued by scouts watching for them or have even contacted the student-athlete's genuine interest as well, by offering them full scholarships, only to string them along and not play them for four years because it is in the team's so-called "best interests."

It is the student-athletes who are recruited and start for their respective team, who are ultimately used as a marketing tool for the school they represent. Let us focus on Division I schools, which are, for all intents and purposes, the culprits more often than not, as they are immediately in the public eye. The reason Division I schools are guilty of rule violations, recruiting scandals and so forth, is simply because of something we all cherish, and that can only mean money.

Individuals will go to absolutely any extent for money. You already knew that, though. Fine, I'll tell you something perhaps you don't know. Athletics is a microcosm of society. Division I college athletics is yet another microcosm of that same society. As Assistant Director of Athletics at Montclair State College, I once told a friend, "Once athletics became a business, it also became a marketing tool."

Since it is the student-athlete who embodies an institution's sports program, that individual is constantly being used for the betterment of his respective team and even the institution overall.

Tell me, where would Notre Dame be as an institution of higher education, without its football program? It is conceivable the N.D. would be a quality institution for learning, but I have sincere doubts if it would have as much national exposure if it were not for its football team. N.D.'s undergraduate enrollment is roughly 8,750 compared to MSC's 7,500. Surprise. Surprise. What N.D. has done is made a tremendous move by funneling a good sum of its revenue into the sports program. This has enabled it to become a Division I school to compete with all the other big-time sports programs. In doing this, it now has status of the arts sports facilities to accommodate the very best athletes in the country.

As a result, what has happened is that N.D. attracted the most talented athletes to its football program, which in turn, has made it the foremost college football program today. This is all relevant to the larger picture of the athletes being used as a tool to market the school. How? Where should I begin? Let's start with the N.D. school store which sells everything from baseball caps to toilet seats with the N.D. insignia on them. My friend, who attends N.D., says that on a football Saturday, you cannot squeeze yourself in the store, even if you had a shoe horn. Even if you did have a shoe horn, that of course, would have N.D. conveniently printed on it as well.

Jocks for sale?

Student-athletes are being used as marketing tools for institutions

How about the 75,000 screaming masses at Notre Dame stadium you see on NBC almost every week. They didn't get in free, folks. They were charged for watching their team compete.

Oh, did I mention NBC? You see, NBC and Notre Dame have worked out a deal in which both will benefit from. Over the next few years NBC has the rights to televise all N.D. home games, with hopes of high ratings and in the process N.D. will command several million dollars itself.

Here again, N.D. is just a microcosm of Division I schools, which is a microcosm of college athletics, which is a microcosm of society.

However, the bottom line is that student-athletes are being exploited, namely by their own coaches. It is the student-athlete's choice to ultimately choose academics, athletics or both. But it is out of their control when they take to the playing field after being double-talked into thinking they can potentially take their act to the professional level.

Student-athletes, especially those in Division I, are being used as bait for the "big fish," who are hungry for the almighty dollar.

FOOTBALL from page 40

MSC's season ended at 5-5, 3-3 in NJAC. Giancola was disappointed with the record but pleased with its overall performance. "The guys were great to work with," he said. "We made some definite improvement. At no time did anyone give up or not try. If the returning players can pull it all together, we'll see what can happen next year."

For more information call 893-5236

MSC Sports Information Director, Al Langer Presents his: 2nd Annual Sports Seminar on Promotions and Statistics

December 13, 1991, at Montclair State College

GSC 21

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSC</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSC</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GSC-O'Hanlon 22 int return (Leone kick)
MSC-Safety
MSC-Walker 2 run (Banas pass good)
GSC-Hesson 6 run (Leone kick good)
GSC-Johnson 18 pass from Hesson (Leone kick)
MSC-Rotlis 84 pass from Banas (Banas pass faked)

MSC 19 0 0 19

GSC-Hennon 6 run (Leone kick)
MSC-Walker 2 run (Banas pass)
GSC-O'Hanlon 22 int return (Leone kick)
MSC-Safety

MSC-Rotlis 84 pass from Banas (Banas pass faked)
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MSC loses to NJAC champ Glassboro, 21-16

by Al lannazzone

The Red Hawks went down to Glassboro with one thing in mind: eliminate the Prof's. Glassboro was 8-1 and needed a victory to clinch the NJAC crown and an automatic birth into the NCAA tournament. However, in one of the most exciting games of the year, costly mistakes hurt MSC as the Prof's defeated the Hawks 21-16.

"They were a better team that day," said junior tailback John Walker. "We had plenty of opportunities to score, but we didn't capitalize."

Walker, MSC's All-American candidate, had another outstanding day. He finished the season strong as he rushed for 193 yards on 40 carries and scored one touchdown. For the season, Walker finished with 1,081 yards and became the first back in MSC history to rush for 1,000 yards in a season. Walker scored six TD's.

"I told the guys if I got over 1,000 yards I would take them all to dinner and I will," said Walker. "But we had to assume we'd put more points on the board but we obviously were hurt by the fumble and turnovers." Banas finished the day 9 for 29 for 146 yards, one TD but four INT's. He did play well the entire season though as the sophomore finished 138 for 278 for 2,672 yards and eight touchdowns.

"I'm happy that I'm the only back to accomplish this feat," he said. "Hopefully next year it will be three-in-a-row. But it's accomplished this year's end he was third. In his three years he has accumulated 2,672 yards, which is third behind Bob Vannoy at 2,929 and Leroy Horn with 2,942."

"They did a great job all year," he said. "I'm happy that I'm the only back to accomplish this feat," he said. "Hopefully next year it will be three-in-a-row. But it's accomplished this year."

Star tailback John Walker rushes into the record books

by Al lannazzone

It's tough for a team to gain ground when it's trailing big early. That was the story this year for MSC's outstanding junior tailback, John Walker, who set his sights on gaining 1,500 yards on the season. He still finished with 1,081 yards and became the only back in MSC history to gain 1,000 yards twice in a career.

MSC got off to a slow start and so did Walker. The Red Hawks started the season 2-4 and when you're behind you need points quick. As a result, coach Rick Giancola was forced to get to a passing game. After the first six games, Walker accumulated 487 yards and five TD's.

"We got behind and had to throw a lot," Walker said. "There were games where I had only 10 or 15 carries. It usually takes five carries to get me going. We never got our running game established."

In MSC's last four games, the Red Hawks was intercepted by Joe O'Hanlon who returned it 22 yards for the score, giving GSC a 7-0 lead. MSC got on the board when it pressured QB Ed Hesson. Hesson was called for intentional grounding in the end zone - an automatic safety. Following the safety, MSC took the ensuing kickoff, drove down the field on seven plays, scored, but was penalized for holding. However, two plays later MSC scored anyway as Walker went in from the two and MSC led 10-7.

A fumble on the GSC 6-yard line by the half time gun. This time the Prof's were helped by an MSC defender who tipped the ball into a different receiver's hands. The play covered 57 yards.

"We were in position to intercept the ball, the ball tipped off our hands into the hands of a secondary receiver," coach Rick Giancola said. "The play put them in the scoring zone and they scored. All of a sudden we were down 21-10." MSC still trailed 21-10 early in the fourth when Banas hooked up with Tryone Rolls for an 84-yard TD. Penalties and interceptions halted MSC's late game rallies and the Red Hawks got no closer than 21-16.

Glassboro was 8-1 and needed a victory to clinch the NJAC crown and an automatic birth into the NCAA tournament. However, in one of the most exciting games of the year, costly mistakes hurt MSC as the Prof's defeated the Hawks 21-16.

"They were a better team that day," said junior tailback John Walker. "We had plenty of opportunities to score, but we didn't capitalize."

Walker, MSC's All-American candidate, had another outstanding day. He finished the season strong as he rushed for 193 yards on 40 carries and scored one touchdown. For the season, Walker finished with 1,081 yards and became the first back in MSC history to rush for 1,000 yards in a season. Walker scored six TD's.

"I told the guys if I got over 1,000 yards I would take them all to dinner and I will," said Walker. "But we had to assume we'd put more points on the board but we obviously were hurt by the fumble and turnovers." Banas finished the day 9 for 29 for 146 yards, one TD but four INT's. He did play well the entire season though as the sophomore finished 138 for 278 for 2,672 yards and eight touchdowns.

"I'm happy that I'm the only back to accomplish this feat," he said. "Hopefully next year it will be three-in-a-row. But it's accomplished this year."

Now the season is over and Walker is back in the gym training for next season. He wants to gain 1,000 yards for the third time.

"I'm happy that I'm the only back to accomplish this feat," he said. "Hopefully next year it will be three-in-a-row. But it's all up to the line. They do the hard part. They do all the blocking. I have the easy part, I run."

Blocking makes the big lineman hungry. Walker is going to have to dish out a lot of money to feed them, but he doesn't mind. He said he'll pay for "wherever they want to go."